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More Civil Service Commission
Supervision Needed To Control
Health Insurance Costs For
Federal Employees
Under the Federal Employees Health Benefits
program, Blue Cross/Blue Shield an, Ae+

have made benefit payments

--without conforming to contract or pol-
icy requirements or

--without enough information to deter-
mine whether payments were allow-
able.

Their contracts with the Civil Service Com-
mission do not contain incentives for them to
control payments. To achieve better controls,
the Commission should

-- include incentives in the contracts;

-- include specific cost-control procedures
the carriers must follow; and

--clarify its audit authority, expand its
audits, and act more effectively on
audit findings.

If the Commission does not adopt these rec-
ommendations, the Subcommittee should
consider developing legislation to this end.
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES
WASHINGTON. O.C. 20. 

B-164562

The Honorable Richard C. White
Chairman, Subcommittee on Retirement

and Employee Benefits
Committee on Post Office and

Civil Service
House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This is in response to your request that we determine
what the two Government-wide carriers (Blue Cross and Blue
Shield and the Aetna Life Insurance Company) and the Civil
Service Commission are doing to cointrol health care costs
under the Federal Employees Health Benezits program.

Our review showed a need for the two carriers and the
Commission to improve their efforts in controlling health
care costs under the Federal Employees Health Benefits pro-
gram. We are making recommendations to the Commission. (See
p. 20.) If the Commission does not adopt these recommenda-
tions, we believe the Subcommittee should consider develop-
iag legislation to this end. (See p. 25.) We have not in-
cluded legislative language in this report; however, we would
be available to assist the Subcommittee in drafting any legis-
lation it believes is warranted.

As requested by your office, we plan to provide copies
of this report to a number of Senators who are interested in
the Federal Employees Health Benefits program. We are also
sending copies to he Chairmen, House and Senate Committees
on Appropriations, Gurernment Operations, and Post Office and
Civil Service; Chairman, Civil Service Commission; and the
Director, Office of Management and Budget.

Sincerely yours,

Comptroller General
of the United States
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REPORT OF THE COMPTROLLER MORE CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION
GENERAL OF THE UNITED STAlES SUPERVISION NEEDED TO CONTROL

HEALTH INSURANCE COSTS
FOR FEDERAL EMPLOYEES

DIGEST

Rates of two Government health insurers--
Blue Cross/Blue Sh.:eld and Aetna--increased
35 percent in 1976. (See p. 3.) Prices
may continue skyward if the Civil Service
Commission and the insurance carriers do
not strictly control insurance costs. Blue
Cross/Blue Shield and Ae .a paid about $1.4
billion for insurance claims in 1975.

Local Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans paid
claims in some cases

--without making sure that medical treat-
ments or procedures were related to the
diagnoses, as required by contract and by
the policies of the Blue Cross Association
and the National Association of Blue Shield
Plans (see p. 26);

-- for assistants-at-surgery without requir-
ing certification that an assistant sur-
geon was needed or that adequate staff
assistance was unavailable at the hospi-
tal, as required by contract (see p. 29);

-- for dental work not covered under the
contract (see p. 30;

-- for nervous and mental conditions without
determining whether patients actually
needeu treatment (see p. 32); and

-- without screening claims for unnecessary
hospital stays, as reauired by the con-
tract and the Associations' policies
(see p. 33).

These types of claims accounted for about
13.5 percent of the claims sampled at 19
Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans. In ad-
dition, the local plans did not always
..ake sure that they paid the correct amount
of money for claims. In some cses:

Tear h.t. Upon removal, the report HRD-76-174
cover d * should be noted hereon. i



-- hysician claims were not paid according
to the usual, customary and reasonable
payment provisions of the contract. (See
p. 36.)

-- Administrators were not screening claims,
in accordance with the Associations' pol-
icieL, to see whether the patients were
covered by other insurance. (See p. 40.)

-- Because of a lack of coordination, claims
for unauthorized services that had been
denied by Blue Cross were paid by Blue
Shield. (See p. 42.)

Further, the Associations are not eftec-
tively requiring local Blue Cross and Blue
Shield plans to follow contract provisions
and cost-control requirements. (See p. 5.)

The two Aetna branch offices were not, as
required by contract

-- limiting payments for nonsurgical physi-
cian services on the basis of prevailing
fees and

-- making sure that claims were always paid
only for necessary medical services.
(See p. 44.)

About 12 percent of the claims sampled at
the two Aetna banch offices should not
have been paid ased on the information
available. A number of these claims were
for small drug charges.

CIVIL SERVICE'COMMISSION ROLE

The contracts negotiated by the Commission
with the Associations and Aetna do not con-
tain incentives for the carziers to control
costs. Nor do they set forth specific re-
quirements for implementing properly cost-
controlling provisions. Without these pro-
visions, tne Commission cannot verify that
payments carriers make are allowable. (See
p. 11.)

The CommLssion's audit reports on the health
insurance carriers in the past emphasized
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administrative costs charged to the contracts
rather than proper benefit payments, in accor-
dance with the contracts. Since Jy 1975
the Commission's audits have emphasized a
review of benefit payments, but the Commis-
sion has been largely ineffective in making
sure that benefits ae paid properly. For
example:

-- Although the auditors are reviewing bene-
fit payments, they do not have doctors
available to help them resolve medical
questions.

-- Even when the Commission and the carriers
agree that payments have been made i pt
erly, these are allowed because payments
denied retroactively may cause undue hard-
ship for the patients.

--The Associations and the Commnission cannot
agree on the extent of the Cclmmission's
audit authority.

If the Commission imposes strict cost-
controls, patients may become disgruntled,
since they may have to pay bills pai up
to now by the carriers. Nevertheless,
without strict cost-control programs, the
carriers may continue to provide benefits
not covered under the contracts, causing
higher premium costs for the Federal employ-
ees and the Government.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO-THE COMMISSION

The Chairman of the Commission should

-- revise Commission health insurance con-
tracts to provide incentives t control
costs;

-- include in the contracts specific cost-
control provisions which carriers raust
follow; and

-- clarify Commission audit authority, expand
its audits, and act more effectively on
audit findings.
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CARRIER AND COMMISSION COMMENTS

The Commission nd the two carriers disagreed
with GAO's suggestions to include in their
contracts (1) incentives to control costs
and (2) specific cost-control provisions.

The carriers said that competition for in-
surance policies provides enough incentive
for carriers to furnish the most benefits
for the least cost.

Commission officials stated that they had
considered incentives but had been unable
to develop a workable plan. The Commission
does not want to see specific cost-control
provisions included in the contracts. It
favors the use of contract and policy re-
quirements developed by the carriers as
guidelines in their audits.

While competition may exist for employee
insurance subscriptions, the Commission's
contracts with the carriers are essentially
noncompetitive. GAO believes the Commission
should include in its contracts specific
incentives to control costs and specific
cost-control provisions to permit the Commis-
sion to review and sustain its position on
the carriers' benefit payments. (See p. 20.)

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE

If the Commission does not adopt these rec-
ommendations, the subcommittee should consider
developing legislation to

-- require the Commission to include specific
cost-control and/or incentive provisions
in contracts with the Federal Employees
Health Benefits program carriero;

-- authorize the Commission to audit the caL-
riers for economy, efficiency, and achieve-
ment of results, as well as for financial
soundness and compliance with the contracts;
and

-- provide the Commission with some flexibility
in contracting with the Associations for the
Service Benefit Plan. (See p. 25.)
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

We reviewed the effectiveness of the programs used by
the Civil Service Commission (CSC) and the two Government-
wide Federal Employees Health Benefits (FEHB) plan carriers--
Blue Cross/Blue Shield and Aetna--to make certain that bene-
fits are paid in accordance with the contracts between CSC
and the carriers. We made our review in response to a re-
quest from the Chairman, Subcommittee on Petirement and Em-
ployee Benefits, House Committee on Post Office and Civil
Service. (See app. I.)

FEDERAL EMPLOYEES HEALTH
BENEFITS PROGRAM

The FEHB program, established by the Federal Employees
Health Benefits Act of 1959 (5 U.S.C. 8901), provides health
insurance coverage for 3.1 million Government employees and
annuitants and 6.2 million dependents. For fiscal year 1974,
the program's cost, which is shated by participating employ-
ees nd te Go.ernment, was $1.6 billion, of wcn the Govern-
ment's share was about $960 millior. For fiscal year 1975,
the cost had increased to $1.3 billion and the Government's
share to $1 billion. The program's cost for fiscal year 1976
was about $2.2 bi.lion, and the estimated cost for fiscal
year 1977 is $2.9 billion.

The FEHB program is administered by CSC, which contracts
for coverage through the following four types of health plans.

-- Service Benefit Plar: A Government-wide plan under
which the carrier, Blue Cross/Blue Shield, generally
?rovides benefits through di.rect payments to physi-
cians and hospitals. About 5.9 million of the total
9.3 million program participants are covered by this
plan, which paid about $1.2 billion in benefits in
1975.

-- Indemnity Benefit Plan: A Government-wide plan under
which the carrier, Aetna Life Insurance Company, pro-
vides benefits by either reimbursements to the em-
ployees or, at their request, direct payments to
physicians and hospitals. About 1.3 million program
participants are covered by this plan, which paid
about $246 million in benefits in 1975.
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-- 1mplcyee Organization Plans: These plans, available
o.fy to employees and individuals in their families
who are members of the sponsoring organizations,
provide bneits either by reimbursing employees or,
at their request, by paying physicians and hospitals.
In 1975 the 12 Employee Organization Plans provided
coverage to about 1.5 million program participants and
paid about $285 million in benefits.

-- Comprehensive Medical Plans: These plans, available
only in certain localities, provide (1) comprehensive
medical services by teams of physicians and techni-
cians practicing in common medical centers or (2) bene-
fits in the form of direct payments to physicians with
whom the plans have agreements. Thirty-two such plans
provide benefits to about 680,000 program participants.
Benefits in 1975 amounted to about $147 million.

The two Government-wide plans make about 77 percent of
the total benefit payments and provide coverage to about the
same percentage of program participants.

ADMINISTRATION OF GOVEPNMENT-WIDE-PLANS

Since 1960 CSC has contracted annually with the Blue
Cross Association and the National Association of Blue Shield
Plans (hereinafter referred to as the Associations) to pro-
vide Federal employees health insurance coverage under the
Seroce Benefit Plan. The Associations' Office of the Direc-
tor, federal Employees Program, Washington, D.C., is respon-
sible for contracting with CSC and for seeing that the Asso-
ciatigns follow the contract provisions in providing health
care benefits.

Benefit payments for Service Benefit Plan members are
made by 139 local Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans. The
local plans have formally delegated authority to the Asso-
ciations to represent them in contractual and other dealings
with CSC. Plan participation agreements--contracts between
plans and the Associations--spell out the duties and respon-
sibilities of each. (See p. 5.)

The Aetna Life Insurance Company, the contractor for
the Indemnity Benefit Plan, maintains general management
responsibility for the plan at its home office in Hartford,
Connecticut. Routine claims processing and benefit payments
are the responsibility of 13 nationwide Aetna paying offices,
which are branch offices of the home office, as opposed to the
local Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans, which are autonomous.
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As the Government's representative, CSC, through its
Bureau of Retirement, Insurance, and Occupational Health, is
responsible for overseeing the contracts with Blue Cross/Blue
Shield and Aetna. Specific CSC functions include

-- auditing the Associations and the local Blue Cross and
Blue Shield plans and Aetna and its paying offices,

-- annually negotiating contracts with the Associations
and Aetna, and

-- adjudicating claims disputes btween subscribers and
the carriers.

RISING COSTS AND RELATED CONTRACT
PROVISIONS FOP GOVERNMENT-WIDE PLANS

The Congress has expressed concern about the increasing
costs of health insurance for Federal employees, particularly
the 35-percent increase in 1976 rates of the two Government-
wide plan carriers--the Associations and Aetna.

From 1967 to 1976, the Associations' monthly premium
rates for the family high option increased more than
230 percent--from $28.30 to $93.47. The rates for the family
low option increased about 44 percent--from $17.76 to $25.59.
For the same period, Aetna family high ption premium rates
increased about 222 percent--from $25.91 to $83.33--and
family low option rates increased about 241 percent--from
$13.52 to $46.04.

The proper implementation of a number of provisions in
the contracts between CSC and the Government-wide carriers
should control costs. For example, some services--cenerally
those not considered medically necessary--are excluded as
covered benefits; reimbursements to health care providers
are to be limited to amounts established by specified pay-
ments systems; and payments are to be limited to benefits not
payable by other group insurance or workmen's compensation.

To comply with the contract provisions, the Associations
and Aetna have developed cost-control procedures for local
Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans and Aetna paying offices to
follow. The Associations' procedures are contained in an
administrative manual and a 16-point claims cost-control
progzam provided to local plans. Aetna provides its paying
offices with directives intended to assure uniform claims
processing and cost control.
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CHAPTER 2

CSC NEED3 TO MAKE CERTAIN THAT CARRIERS

PAY BENEFITS ACCORDING TO CONTRACTS

AND COST-CONTROL POLICIES

We reviewed the practices followed by 10 Blue Cross
plans, 10 Blue Shield plans, and 2 Aetna paying offices in
making benefit payments under the Service Benefit Plan and
the Indemnity Benefit Plan. The Civil Service Commission
needs to strengthen its program for ensuring that benefit
payments are made in accordance with the contracts and with
the cost-control provisions (policy requirements) established
by the carriers for implementing the contracts.

The local Blue Cross/Blue Shield plans a,.d Aetna paying
offices made many benefit payments

-- not in accordance with contract or policy requirements
or

-- without sufficient information upon which to determine
the allowability or reasonableness of the claim.

The contracts negotiated by CSC with the two Government-
wide carriers lacked incentives for the carriers to control
health benefit costs.

The Associations have entered into formal contracts withthe local Blue Cross/Blue Shield plans which require the local
plans to comply with the provisions of the contract s well
as the Associations' cost-control policy requiremerntl:s. In
practice, however, the Associations do not require the local
plans to comply with the Associations' cost-control olicy re-
quirements, which results in differences in the payments of
benefits by the local plans.

CSC's reports on its pre-July 1975 audits of the health
insurance carriers emphasized administrative costs rather
than the carriers' proper payments of benefits under the con-
tracts. Since July 1975 CSC's audits have begun to emphasize
reviews of benefit payments; however, only two final reports
have been issued on these audits. CSC has, to some extent,
been ineffective in ensuring that benefits are paid properly
because:
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--Although the auditors are now reviewing benefit pay-
ments, they do not have access to medical expertise
to help resolve medical questions.

--When CSC and the carriers agree that individual bene-
fit payments have been made improperly, CSC has not
required the carriers to make adjustments in allowable
costs under the contracts.

-- The Associations and CSC cannot agree cn the extent
of CSC's audit authority.

The lack of CSC's assurance that the carriers have effec-
tive benefit cost-ccntrol programs has resulted in excessive
payments and payments for noncovered benefits.

CSC needs to improve its cost-control program by ensur-
ing that benefit payments are made in accordance with con-
tracts. CSC should revise the contracts to include incen-
tives for reducing costs. The contract should set forth the
specific cost-control programs the carriers must follow to
properly implement the contracts. Further, CSC sho:ild improve
the effectiveness of its audits to better identify improper
payments and to ensure that the carriers take corrective ac-
tion.

CARRIERS NOT FULFILLING CONTRACT
AND POLICY REQUIREMENTS

The Associations and Aetna have developed cost-control
procedures to be followed by the local Blue Cross and Blue
Shield plans and Aetna paying offices. The Associations'
procedures are contained in an administrative manual and a
16-point claims cost-control program provided to local plans.
Aetna provides its paying offices with a claims guide and
directives intended to ensure uniform claims processing and
cost contLol.

The 139 local Blue Cross/Blue Shield plans and the
Associations enter into contracts, which are called partici-
pation agreements. These agreements, among ether things, bind
the local plans and the Associations to a uniform pattern of
contract administration.

The plan participation agreements require the Associa-
tions to

--contract with CSC;
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-- establish policies, practices, and procedures for
the administration of the Service Benefit Plan;
and

-- interpret the contract.

The agreements require the local plans to

-- comply with the olicies, practices, and procedures
adopted by the Associations for administering and
providing benefits under the Service Benefit Plan;

-- comply with the terms, provisions, and conditions
of the contract and the Federal Employees ealth
Benefits Act; and

-- Lonform to all reasonable requests of the Associations
regarding the administration of the Service Benefit
Plan.

Aetna's home office establishes overall policy for ad-
ministering the Indemnity Benefit Plan. The home office
has developed policies for the 13 Aetna paying offices to
use in implementing its contract. These policies are con-
tained in the Indemnity Benefit Plan Claim Guide and home
office directives. Unlike the Blue Cross and Blue Shield
plans, paying offices are not independent.

Blue-Cross- and Blue Shield

We reviewed a random sample of claims paid in 1975 at
each of the 10 Blue Cross and 10 Blue Shield plans we visited.
Our review was to determine whether benefit payments had been
made in accordance with the 1975 Service Benefit Plan contract
and the Associations' policies, as contained in their adminis-
trative manual. The administrative manual was used because it
contains detailed criteria regarding the proper payment of
benefits and the agreements between the Associations and the
local plans state that the local plans "shall comply with the
policies, practices and procedures adopted by the Association
* * *." Also, CSC uses this administrative manual in its au-
dits of the local plans in assessing the proper payment of
benefits.

As will be discussed later (see p. 18), there is signifi-
cant disagreement between CSC and the Associations as to
wnether the local plans must comply with this manual.
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Our sample contained 4,696 basic benefit claims 1/ atthe 20 Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans involving benefit
payments amounting to $5.7 million. We questioned 599
claims amounting to more than $1.2 mllion either because
the claims were paid improperly or there was not sufficient
information to determine that the payments were proper. Be-
cause the charges appearing on a claim are frequently com-bined rather than broken out on a line-item basis, we could
not precisely determine the questionable amounts.

All claims we questioned were discussed with plan of-
fic 4als. They said that 49 claims should have been denied
and that 280 should not have been aid based on the informa-
tion available. When plan officials disagreed with us or did
not comment, our medical advisors, using the Associations'
and local plans' criteria, reviewed the information on which
the plan had based its decision to pay the clair Based on
these criteria, our advisors concluded that another 270 claims
lacked sufficient information to substantiate payment.

Claims that plan officials said should have been denied
or not paid and claims questioned by our medical advisors
amounted to 13.5 percent of the Blue Cross claims sample and
13.5 percent for 9 of the 10 Blue Shield plans' claims sam-
ple. 2/ These percentages indicate, with a 95-percent on-
fidcnce level, that at these 19 plans between 283,456 and
469,852 claims were not paid in accordance with contract pro-
visions or policy requirements.

In commenting on our report (see apps. II and III), CSC
and the Associations said it was not appropriate to lump to-
gether all elements of questioned claims and suggest thal
13.5 percent of the claims were paid in error. The Associa-
tions also questioned our percentage of questioned claims,
stating that we did not have access to information which
claims processors used and that our statistical projections
were exaggerated.

I/Basic benefits accounted for about 85 percent of total
high opticn benefits paid by Blue Cross and Blue Shield.

2/The claims for one Blue Shield plan were not comparable
with those of the other plans for projection purposes
because it did not stratify its paid claims in the same
manner.
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Each questioned claim was discussed with local plan of-
ficials who provided us with the information available at the
plan upon which the plan had based its decision. Furthermore,
our projections were made using CSC's and the Associations'
claims sampling method, which is a valid statistical method.
We recognize that some of the 599 claims we questioned because
of a lack of sufficient supporting information may have been
valid claims; however, the documentation the plans had at the
time they paid the claim did not support the payment. For
example, one Blue Cross plan questioned only those claims
which exceeded $10,000, regardless of the supporting documen-
tation. It seems to us that -the local plans should obtain
the necessary supporting information, required by the Associ-
ations' instructions, prior to the payment of such claims.
Also, it should be recognized that we identified other defi-
ciencies that were not included in the 13.5-percent error
rate. such as the various usual, customary, and reasonable
(UCR) payment methods used by the plans, various methods
used for investigating for other insurance coverage, and
problems in coordination of denied claims between Blue Cross
and Blue Shield plans.

In our analyses of the paid claims and the claims pay-
ment systems, we found instances where:

--Claims, both inpatient and outpatient, were paid
without ensuring that treatments or procedures were
related to the diagnoses as required by the contract
and the Associations' policies. (It was not possible
for us to determine whether treatments or'tests re-
lated to the diagnosis on inpatient claims since hos-
pital claims usually did not contain a description
of the tests performed. Since this existed at all
plans we did not include these in our error projec-
tions.)

-- Claims for assistants-at-surgery were paid without
requiring certification that an assistant surgeon
was needed or that adequate staff assistance was not
available at the hospital as required by the contract.

-- Claims were paid for dental admissions that were not
covered benefits under the contract.

-- Nervous and mental benefit claims were paid without
screening for medical necessity.

--Plans were not adequately screening claims for unneces-
sary hospital stays as required by the contract and
the Associations' policies.
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We also tested systems used b the plans to assure that
payments were not excessive as required by the contract or
the administrative manual. Although we found deficiencies
in these areas, they were not included in our error projec-.
tions. We found instances where

--physician claims were not paid in accordance with
UCR payment scheme of the contract;

-- plans were not screening claims in accordance with
t'le Associations' policies to determine if other
insurance coverage existed referred to as coordina-
tion of benefits),

--claims were paid that should have been investigated
for work-related accidents (workmen's compensation)
as required by the contract a, Asociations' poli-
cies, and

-- because of lack of coordination, claims for non-
covered services that had been denied by Blue Cross
plans were erroneously paid by the corresponding
Blue Shield plans.

These weaknesses are discussed in more detail in chapter 3.

-tna

We reviewed a random sample of claims paid from April
1975 through March 1976 at two Aetna paying offices to de-
termine if benefit payments were made in accordance with
the I. demnity Benefit Plan contract and rocedures estab-
lisheu by Aetna in its claim guide for implementing the
contract.

Our sample included 569 claims involving benefit pay-
ments of $79,689. We questioned 68 claims valued at $5,901.
It should be recognized that we usually questioned only
certain items on a claim; however, because the charges ap-
pearing on a claim are frequently combined, we were unable
to determine the precise amounts that were questionable.

Our medical advisor and officials from the Aetna home
office reviewed the same information that the plan used to
support its decisions to pay the claim. Officials from the
Aetna home office said that 65 of the 68 claims we questioned
should not have been paid. A number of the questioned claims
involved small drug charges.
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Claims that we questioned amounted to 12 percent of the
claims sample. We could not project the total number of
claims paid in error because Aetna was unable to provide us
with the total universe from which our sample was drawn.

In addition to the 68 claims mentioned above, we iden-
tified other deficiencies in Aetna's claims payment system
which were not included in the 12-percent error rate. In
our claims analysis we found instances where we could not
determine if claims were medically necessary because Aetna's
claims payment system permitted the paying offices to

-- routinely pay lump-sum hospital charges (X-rays,
laboratory tests, and drugs) without question
since these charges were not broken out or de-
scribed on hospital claims; and

--pay for small drug charges without an investigation
if the drug charges were less than $S0 over a 30-day
period, unless a charge was clearly for a nonpLe-
scription drug.

In addition, Aetna paying offices were not limiting payments
for nonsurgical physician services on the basis of prevail-
ing fees as intended by the contract.

In commenting on our report (see apps. IV and V), Aetna
stated that although some changes in claims payments pro-
cedures are desirable, they did not believe that payments
were being made in violation of their policy requirements.
However, it should be noted that most of the claims we ques-
tioned during the review were questioned because the policy
requirements followed by the claims processors do not appear
to satisfy the intent of the contract. Aetna is, however,
considering changes for some of these matters.

The paying offices' performance in these areas is dis-
cussed in chapter 3.

PROBLEMS IN ACHIEVING
CARRIER COMPLIANCZ

The following factors contributed to CSC's problems in
achieving compliance with contract provisions of the Federal
Employees Health Benefits program.

--The contracts lack incentives for the carriers to
comply with cost-control provisions.
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-- The contracts lack specific criteria on the type of

cost-control programs the carriers must employ.

--CSc has not effectively ensured that benefit payments

are made in accordance with contract provisions.

Contracts do not
contain icentives

The contracts between CSC and the two Government-wide

carriers lack incentives for the carriers to control health

benefit costs. The contracts enable the carriers to recoup

any losses incurred as a result of benefit payments in 1 year

by increasing premium rates for the following year. For

example, a significant portion of the 1976 premium rate in-

crease for these two carriers was to recoup projected 1975

losses. Losses incurred as a result of administrative ex-

penditures, however, may not be recovered because adminis-

trative costs are limited to actual expenses up to a speci-

fied percentage of subscription income. In 1975 these con-

tract limitations were 5 percent for the Associations and

4 percent for Aetna.

Strict application of benefits and exclusions would

reduce total benefit payments while possibly increasing
administrative expenses. Therefore, tight administration

of contractual provisions, which could save the FEHB pro-

gram money, could also result in losses to the carriers.

Further, reducing benefit payments in 1 year would reduce

subscription income in the following year since benefit

payments are the primary factor in determining premium rates

and subscription income. This reduction would cause even

more losses on administrative expenses since the base (sub-

scription income) on which the administrative allowance is

computed would have decreased.

However, the carriers can negotiate with CS? to increase

their administrative expense allowances. The following sched-

ule details the two carriers' administrative expenses for

1973-75.
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Administrative Actual
Subscription epense administrative

year income allowance expenses Loss

(millions)

Associations

1973 $ 831 $37.4 $42.6 $5.2
1974 1,038 46.7 52.6 5.9
1975 1,233 61.6 a/58.1

Aetna

1973 186 7.4 6.4
1974 212 8.5 7.7
1975 240 9.6 9.0

a/Does not include the $3.2 million administrative expense of
the Office of the Director.

In 1973 and 1974, when the Associations' allowance was 4.5 per-
cent, the Associations lost $5.2 million in 1973 and $5.9 mil-
lion in 1974. In 1975 the Associations' administrative expense
allowance was increased from 4.5 percent to 5 percent of sub-
scription income; in addition, the administrative expenses of
the National Associations were removed from the administrative
expense allowance and set up as a separate expense account.
Aetna's administrative allowance was 4 percent for 1973-75.

Contracts do not contain-criteria for
implementing cost-control provisions

The contracts between CSC and the two Government-wide
zarriers specify benefits and exclusions and include other
cost-controlling provisions, but they do not contain specific
criteria for implementing these provisions. As a result,
both carriers have established their own criteria--the As-
sociations in their administrative manual and Aetna in its
indemnity benefit claim guide. Although these manuals rep-
resent the carriers' inL-rpretations of the contract and are
the carriers' instructions to the local plans and paying of-
fice, CSC has not made reference to these manuals in its con-
tracts, nor has it determined whether the carriers' manuals
are valid interpretations of the contract. Therefore. when
questions are raised by CSC auditors regarding compliance with
a manual, the carriers can and do take the position that the
auditors cannot legally hold them to provisions in their man-
uals.

12



For example, the contract with the Associations providesthat benefits shall not be paid if they are payable by othergroup health insurance coverage determined to be primary tothe Service Benefit Plan, such as Medicare or coverage by anemployer of a subscriber's spouse. The contract requiresthat a reasonable effort be made to avoid liability as theprimary carrier. The contract does not specify what consti-tutes a reasonable effort and contains no specific criteriafor identifying other primary coverage. The Associations'administrative manual, however, instructs plans to inveti-gate for other coverage in specific circumstances, such aswhen the patient is a subscriber's spouse.

CSC audit findings on local plans' failure to investi-
gate for other coverage have been disputed by the plans be-cause the administrative manual criteria are not includedin the contract.

Another example relates to the enforcement of UCR pay-ment provision (see p. 36) of the contract. The contractwith the Associations requires that physician payments ingeneral be in accordance with the UCR payment system. Thecontract defines the terms usual, customary, and reasonablebut contains no criteria for implementing the system. Forexample, no requirements are given on how frequently dataon physicians' usual charges are to be updated or at whatlevel customary fees are to be set. Consequently, CSC audi-tors lack contractual requirements to use as criteria formeasuring the effectiveness of the systems.

The Associations have used the lack of specific cri-teria in the contract to justify deviation from the generalscheme of UCR contract provisions. To illustrate, in responseto a CSC audit finding concerning a local plan's lack of a UCRsystem, the Associations stated that (1) the auditors' inter-pretation of the contract was not sustained by the languageof the UCR rovision and (2) it was unnecessary and undesir-able for CSC auditors to continue to raise issues regardingpayment of benefits on a UCR basis because of the generalityand flexibility of the contract language regarding such pay-ments.

Another problem under the Service Benefit Plan contractis that the Associations have exercised only limited controlover local plans, and therefore, differences existed in thepayment of benefits at the local plans we visited. The par-ticipation agreements between the Associations and the localplans are intended to establish uniform contract administra-
tion for the Service Benefit Plan.

13



Associations officials said that, notwithstanding the
existence of participation agreements, the Associations do
not require plans to comply with all of the Associations'
policies for implementing the contract. CSC agreed that its
experience in dealing with local plans has shown that the
Associations do not require full compliance with the Associa-
tions' policies. Despite this lack of strict compliance over
local plans' payment of benefits of over $1 billion a year,
CSC has not made an attempt to change the contract to rectify
this situation.

According to Associations officials, variances among
plans in administering the Service Benefit Plan may be a re-
sult of varying relations between plans and area health care
providers; differences between the benefits uthorized under
the Service Benefit Plan and benefits authorized by the plan's
other contracts; and the relative unimportance of the Service
Rnefit Plan to a local plan's total business.

CSC-audits

CSC says that its audits at the local Blue Coss and
Blue Shield plans and Aetna paying offices are to determine
that the claims processing and related systems are operating
in an efficient, economical and effective manner." The audits
are mostly compliance audits, and the criteria used are the
contract provisions and the respective policy requirements
issued by the Associations and the Aetna home office.

Problems-in cuestioning
benefit payments

Before July 1975 CSC placed little emphasis on ensuring
that local plans and paying offices were complying with the
contracts' benefit payment provisions or with the carriers'
policy requirements. Audits were directed at the proper al-
location of administrative expenses to the contract by the
local plans.

We reviewed CSC's final audit reports issued from January
1975 to June 1976--on 43 audits made before July 1975--and
found that, although the auditors had reviewed about 5,100
claims, only 3 claims were questioned in the final audit re-
ports because the benefit payments were not in accordance with
the provisions of the contract. In the 43 audits referred to
above, CSC auditors had questioned 29 additional benefit pay-
ments as follows:
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Number
of claims

Benefit area questioned

Diagnostic admissions 7
Workmen's compensation 6
Custodial care 2
Medical emergency 7
Assistant-at-surgery 2
Termination of benefits 2
Recertification 1
Occupational therapy 1
Diagnostic X-ray 1

29

After discussing these questioned claims with representatives
of the various plans, CSC dropped all 29 cases. According to
CSC officials, they were not successful in questioning the
allowability and reasonableness of benefit payments during
their visits to the plans because they did not have a medical
advisor to assist in claims review. Thus, the CSC auditors
had to accept the opinions of the plans' medical personnel.

For example, marital counseling is specifically excluded
as a benefit under the contract for the Indemnity B nefit
Plan. The CSC auditors questioned a claim for possible "mari-
tal counseling." When the CSC auditors brought this claim to
the attention of plan representatives, the auditors were told
that the medical department had decided the counseling was
for a mental condition. The auditors dropped the finding.

Since July 1975, CSC audits of local plans have empha-
sized a review of benefit payments. As of December 1976 CSC
had issued only two reports on audits made after July 1975.
Although the number of reports is too small to assess the im-
pact of CSC's expanded audit scope; neither report contained
findings on questionable benefit payments.

CSC does have a number of draft reports in process in
which CSC questions the mispayment of benefits. For example,
in one or more of these draft reports, CSC has projected that
the local plans have mispaid

--$4 million for diagnostic admissions and custodial
care (3 relorts),

-- $1.17 million overpayments of UCR (2 reports), and
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-- $1.5 million in coding and pricing payment errors
(1 report).

However, CSC auditors still do not have access to medi-
cal expertise, and unless CSC obtains the assistance of suchmedical advice, in all probability it will encounter consider-
able difficulties in sustaining its position on questioned
claims.

In commenting on our report (see app. II), the Commission
stated that medical expertise would be beneficial to its audit
effort. CSC stated that medical expertise in reviewing claims
would not be used as a vehicle to recover costs of question-
able claims, but rather that such expertise would be benefi-
cial in identifying specific claims processing problems. CSC
said it did not want to become bogged down in reviewing in-
dividual erroneous payments that may result in recovering afew hundred dollars.

CSC also pointed out that its auditors cannot review med-ical records, other than the claim form itself, without writ-
ten authorization from the patients and offered the opinionthat if the patients know the purpose of the auditors' need
for the authorization, they would be unlikely to give them
approval.

We believe that the identification and resolution ofclaims processing systems problems requires that CSC be able
to support the validity of its judgments about specific er-roneous payments. In the absence of medical expertise to
support its judgment, it is doubtful that CSC can ke strong
enouqh cases regarding individual claims payments to either
reach agreements with the carriers about such system problems
or support its own judgments regarding these problems.

Also, CSC's audit responsibility should not require that
the CSC auditors request patients' authorizations for them toreview individual medical records. Rather, CSC's responsibil-
ity should be limited to ensuring that benefit clai:ns paid
by the carriers are proper and are supported by sufficient
documentation. In instances where CSC finds, dur.ing its re-views of carriers' payment systems, that paid claims are not
sufficiently supported, it should disallow the inclusion of
such payments for the purposes of the next year's premium ad-justment unless and until the carrier obtains and provides
adequate supporting documentation for the payment of the ques-
tioned claims.
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Another problem CSC has encountered relates to its audit
authority. According to CSC, its audits are based on "Stand-
ards for Audit of Governmental Organizations, Programs, Activ-
ities, and Functions," issued by the Comptroller General of
the United States. These standards provide for an audit scope
that includes not only financial and compliance auditing, but
also auditing for economy, efficiency, and achievement of
desired results. 1I/

On several occasions, the Associations have questioned
CSC's audit authority. They have maintained that CSC's au-
dits should be limited to financial matters and that CSC
should not attempt to evaluate management. Fr example, CSC
has questioned the lack of UCR payment systems at the local
plans.

In an April 2, 1976, report on a local plan, the CSC
auditors stated:

"A Usual, Customary, and Reasonable (UCR) Program
is not n effect to determine appropriate fees
charged by providers. The Federal Employees Pro-
gram (FEP) Contract requires charges to be usual,
customary and reasonable."

-In commenting on this eport in June 1976, the Associations
stated:

"The position of Blue Cross and Blue Shield, slly
stated, is that financial audit reports should not
attempt to dispose of management issues. The prin-
cipal purpose of financial audits is to examine
charges to FEP. Management audits are important,
but conclusions reached with respect to such audits
should not be confused with financial audits which
can lead to final decisions on specific charges to
FEP."

Also, the Associations have denied CSC auditors access
to pertinent information involving charges to the contract.
To illustrate, on August 13, 1976, a CSC audit report ques-
tioned an administrative charge of $721. The charge repre-
sented the Service Benefit Plan portion of the cost incurred

1/This matter was previously discussed in a GAO report "In-
formation On Unresolved Audit Exceptions With Federal Em-
ployees Health Benefit Carriers," B-164562, November 7,
1974.
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by the local plan as the result of an evaluation by the As-
sociations of the local plan's total business. The auditors
questioned the charge because they were denied access to the
Associations' report. The Associations said:

"We do not concur with this finding in that it is
predicated on the Plans' refusal to allow the CSC
auditors to examine the Total Plan Review Report.
This review is an internal one and the report can-
didly calls to the attention of Plan officials
those management policies, if any, that need to be
corrected or could be improved. The reports are
confidential in nature and are not available for
public review. In our judgment, as long as the
Plan makes available to the auditors the related
invoice, the total amount paid and the method of
allocation for the charges to FEP, the cost can be
audited and is chargeable to the Program."

In commenting on our report (see app. III), the Associa-
tions stated that they did not object to an evaluation of
management systems, but rather to the enforcement of such
observations through the power of audit disallowances, which
they believed would inject CSC into management decisions.
The Asscciations stated that they believe CSC's audits
should be limited to financial matters and pertain only to
the contract. The Associations stated that CSC agreed to
this in October 1974, but that CSC's current audit activity
exceeds the agreed upon scope. The Commission, in its com-
ments, said that its audit scope would continue to include
economy, efficiency, and achievement of desired results as
well as financial and compliance auditing. CSC also said
that it expects this issue to ultimately be resolved in
court.

CSC auditors have occasionally requested assistance from
the Commission's contracting office (Legislative and Policy
Division) regarding payments of benefits not covered by the
contract. Between January 1975 and June 1976, the auditors
requested assistance from this division seven times on ap-
parently erroneously paid claims which they had found during
audits. In all cases the division determined that the claims
had been for noncovered benefits. However, the charges to
the contract were allowed to stand. It Is CSC's policy that
disallowing such claims would penalize the patient and there-
fore such retroactive denials are not made.

We recognize that denial of claims at any point in the
adjudication process will entail a hardship on the patient.
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It should be noted, however, that if the plans and payingoffices bad adjudicated these claims properly in the firstplace. the patient would have been subject to financialhardship. We do not believe it is equitable for CSC to al-low some enrollees to receive noncovered benefits when otherenrollees in areas where claims processing is more in accordwith the contracts must themselves pay for noncovered bene-fits.

CONCLUSIONS

CSC needs to improve its efforts to ensure that healthinsurance carriers control benefit costs which for the twocarriers included in our review amounted to more than $1.4billion in 1975.

The local Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans and theAetna paying offices have frequently made payments that donot appear to be in accordance with contract and/or carriers'policy requirements, and certain systems designed by the car-riers to eliminate excessive payments were not always func-tioning properly.

The contracts negotiated by CSC provide no incentivesfor the carriers to control benefit payments and contain noprovisions under which CSC, either through audit or othermeans, can exercise sufficient control over the allowabilityof benefits paid by the carriers. In this regard, CSC hasexperienced difficulties in conducting audits of certaincarriers' activities under the FEHB contracts. These diffi-culties appear to stem from the lack of contractual basisfor questioning, and perhaps disallowing carriers' paymentsof benefits under the contracts, disagreements between CSCand at least one carrier, the Associations, regarding theextent of CSC's audit authority, and an apparent lack ofmedical expertise needed to challenge and sustain CSC's au-dit findings concerning questionable benefit payments.

We recognize that, if CSC develops and applies strictcost-control provisions and enforces such provisions, en-rollees could react adversely since they may incur liabili-ties for charges not paid by the carriers. However, withoutcost-control programs, the carriers will continue to providebenefits not covered under the contracts, which will resultin higher premium costs for both the enrollees and the Gov-ernment.
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE COMMISSION

We recommend that the Chairman of CSC

--revise its health insurance contracts to provide in-
centives for compliance with CSC's contract require-
ments;

-- include in its contracts specific cost-control programs
which the carriers must follow; and

-- clarify its audit authority, expand its audits, and
act more effectively on its audit findings.

EVALUATION OF CARRIER
AND CSC COMMENTS

In their comments on our report (see apps. III, IV, and
V), the carriers said that our review did not give adequate
credence to their efforts to control benefit costs under the
FEHB contracts. The carriers cited the guidance they provide
to the local plans or paying offices as evidence of their
good-faith attempts to control benefit costs in an environ-
ment where health provider costs have been increasing con-
tinuously and rapidly. For example, the Associations stated
that they had instituted their 16-point cost-control program
without resorting to contract incentives.

Both carriers objected to our suggestion that CSC make
their internal cost-control mechanisms a part of their con-
tracts with CSC. The carriers also pointed out that the
competition between and among the numerous FEHB carriers for
enrollees subscriptions provides significant incentives for
each carrier to provide maximum benefits at minimum premiL
costs.

We conducted our review of the carriers' claims payment
systems and processes in a manner which would enable us to
assess (1) CSC's efforts to control carriers' benefit pay-
ment costs under the contracts and (2) the effectiveness of
the carriers' internal cost-control systems and procedures.
We noted, for example, that while the Associations did, in-
dependently, develop their 16-?oint cost-control program,
they have not required the local plans to implement it. As
a result of our review, we have concluded that the combined
efforts of all parties to the FEHB contracts--and particularly
those of CSC as the Federal contracting authority--need to be
improved if adequate control is to be exercised over the bene-
fit payments under the contracts.
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We recognize that the competition among FEHB-carriers
for enrollees constitutes an incentive for each carrier tocontrol its benefit payment costs since premium rates are
largely determined by the carriers' benefit payment exper-
iences. It should be pointed out, however, that while com-petition may exist for enrollee subscriptions, CSC's rela-tionship with the to carriers included in our review is
based on an essentially noncompetitive, negotiated contract.We believe that ii view of this circumstance, CSC should in-
clide in its negotiated contracts with each of the two car-riers specific contractual incentives to control their costs
and oecific cost-control provisions which will permit CSC
to review and, if appropriate, sustain its position regard-ing the allowability of the carriers' benefit payments under
the contracts.

In commenting on our report (see app. II), CSC agreedwith our recommendation concerning the clarification of its
audit authority, expansion of its audits, and actions on
its audit findings and stated that it would continue its im-provement efforts in those areas. In addition, CSC stated
that our findings regarding the carriers' benefit paymentsare representative of the practices employed by the carriers
and that CSC audits of the carriers' activities are also
identifying such deficiencies. However, CSC stated that:

-- Our report suggests that CSC has significantly more
influence over health insurance costs than is ac-
tually the case. CSC stated that health providers,
insurance carriers and other third-party payers, and
finally users of health services are in the primary
positions to control health costs.

-- Although our report recognizes that CSC's application
of strict cost control measures could result in ad-
verse enrollee reaction, it suggests that CSC imple-
ment measures that would, in CSC's opinion, merely
shift additional benefit payment responsibility to
the enrollees themselves.

--It views its responsibility to Federal employees in
the FEHB program as a significant one and continues
in its negotiations of FEHB contracts to provide a
health benefits plan design that is more conducive
to reducing costs and providing uality medical
care. CSC cited examples of its efforts in this area
and indicated that the redirection of its audit efforts
toward review of benefit payments should result in
more cost control.
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-- Our report did not make specific suggestions regard-
ing the types of incentives appropriate for use in
CSC's negotiated contracts with the carriers. In
this regard, CSC noted that under the FEHB Act, CSC
must contract with the Associations for the Service
Benefit Plan and negotiations with a sole source
contractor seldom result in the unilateral addition
of contract clauses and features. The ~ociations
have been very careful in negotiations so as not to
restrict their alternatives on management prerogatives
in any way. CSC also stated that the inclusion of
incentives in the contracts would put the carrriers
in a position to manipulate costs in order to stay
below incentive targets.

--Our repurt failed to recognize that (1) the adminis-
trative cost ceilings in the current FEHB contracts
act as incentives and (2) the FEHB Act requires the
premiums under the two Government-wide plans to be
based on past experience and this means tat the
carriers' gains and losses are carried forward when-
ever a new premium is established.

-- It does not agree that specific cost-containment
measures should be imposed con ractually. In this
regard, CSC said that the state of the art of health
benefits cost control is an everchanging area which
should not be lii4ted by specific contractual require-
ments.

CSC recognizes its responsibility to ensure that carriers
have effective health benefits cost-control programs under the
individual contracts it awards.

However, in our opinion, CSC's comments indicate that
it believes that it is in a relatively weak position both
(1) as an influence over health insurance costs and (2)
insofar as its contractual relationships with the two
Government-wide FEHB carriers are concerned.

Our review addressed the extent to which CSC carries
out its responsibilities and the efforts of carriers to con-
trol benefit costs. In our opinion, current efforts to con-
trol such costs have not been adequate for a number of
reasons--one of which is CSC's reluctance or inability to
question and sustain its position regarding the carriers'
payments of benefits.
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CSC's statements concerning (1) the application of strict
cost-control measures and (2) the inclusion of incentive pro-visions in the contracts with the two Government-wide carriersseem to be indicative of CSC's reluctance to negotiate anddeal aggressively with the carriers in this regard. We be-lieve that if CSC were to question benefit payments and sus-tain its positions, responsibility for erroneous paymentswould have to be accepted by parties who should have beenresponsible for them in the first place. We recognize thatunder the current contractual conditions (where CSC negotiateswith each carrier on a noncompetitive basis), the carriers
might not be amenable to CSC's suggestions regarding the in-clusion of incentives and cost-control provisions in thecontracts. We believe, however, that it is incumbent upon
CSC to attempt to negotiate such provisions into the contractsif it is to have an impact on the propriety of benefit pay-ments.

We did not make specific suggestions concerning the typeof incentives appropriate for inclusion in CSC's contractswith the carriers since we believe that such incentives shouldbe tailored to the individual contracts negotiated between CSCand the carriers and is a matter for CSC, as part of its con-tractual responsibility, to consider in preparing for itsnegotiations with each individual carrier. For example, itwould seem that as a minimum CSC should be able to have somecontrol over the local Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans par-
ticipating under the Service Benefit Plan, since these localplans are responsible for the carriers' day-to-day performanceunder the contract. If CSC could decide whether or not alocal plan participates in the FEHB program, it might givethe plans an incentive to comply with the Service Benefit Plan
contract and would constitute an incentive for the Associa-tions to influence the local plans to comply with the con-tract.

We recognize that administrative cost ceilings provideincentives for the carriers to control their administrativecosts. However, these same ceilings could act as disincen-
tives for the carriers to control benefit costs, since allow-able administrative costs are currently calculated as percent-ages of carriers' benefit payments. In our opinion, admin-istrative cost ceilings should be agreed upon using somebasis other than historical benefit payments.

While we agree that the FEHB Act requires that premiumsare to be based on past experience, the act does not requirethat benefit losses be recouped the following year. We feel
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that if the carriers were required to spread their losses over
a period -,f years, it would give them more incentive to con-
trol co

With regard to CSC's position on the imposition of cost-
control provisions in its contracts, it should be recognized
that these contracts are negotiated annually with the carriers
and that changes in the state of the art of health benefit's
cost control could be incorporated into CSC's program at least
that often.

Also, although CSC states that its auditors will continue
to review the carriers' benefit payment activities using the
carriers internal guidelines, it also states that the carriers
have objected to CSC's audit scope (which includes the use
of their internal guidelines) and that the matter will even-
tually have to be settled in the courts. In our opinion,
an attempt by CSC to incorporate benefit cost-control provi-
sions in its contracts might preclude possible litigation
of the matter and would decrease CSC's current reliance on
the carriers' activities to control benefit payment costs.

More importantly, if CSC were successful in its attempt
to include cst-control provisions in its contracts, its
auditors would have a basis for conducting their reviews of
carriers' activitJ -d CSC would be in a stronger position
to deal with th s in the area of benefit cost control.

We believe that the recommendations made to CSC conzinue
to be appropriate. However, as its comments indicate, CSC is
in a difficult position with regard to influencing the control
of carriers' health benefit payment activities. On the one
hand, CSC is responsible for overseeing these activities in
an attempt to ensure that the carriers' premium rates accur-
ately reflect the benefits they are to provide. On the other
hand, CSC currently relies heavily on the carriers to exercise
control over benefit payment costs. In this regard, CSC
stated that the legislative and policy guidance it has re-
ceived in recent years from the Congress has been in the di-
rection of a "pay claim syndrome"--that is, a mandate to di-
rect its efforts toward ensuring that maximum practicable
benefits are paid to enrollees under the various FEHB plans.

We believe there are additional opportunities for CSC
to initiate actions to deal more aggressively with the carriers
both in the negotiation of its contracts and in its reviews
of the carriers' benefit payment activities. However, in
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view of CSC's stated concerns regarding hose matters, we be-

lieve that the Subcommittee should clarify CSC's relationship

with FEHB carriers by considering legislation deiigned to as-

sist CSC in strengthening its position in dealing with the

carriers regarding health benefit payment activities under

the FEHB program.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE

If the Commission does not adopt these recommendations
(see p. 2), the Subcommittee should consider developing
legislation which would

-- require CSC to include specific cost control and/

or incentive provisions in contracts with the FEHB
carriers;

--give CSC the specific authority to audit the carriers
for economy, efficiency, and achievement of desired

results, as well as for financial and compliance with.

the contracts; and

-- provide CSC with some flexibility in contracting with

the Associations for the Service Benefit Plan.

Currently, when CSC contracts with the Associations for

the Service Benefit Plan, the Associations, in turn, contract

with all local Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans. To provide

CSC with some flexibility, the Subcommittee may want to amend

the act specifically to allow CSC to exclude a local plan

from the contract if that local plan does not adhere to the

contract.

We believe that these matters should be of importance

to the Subcommittee, especially since the Government's rela-
tionship with health benefit insurance carriers may take on

added significance if any one of several national health in-

surance proposals is ultimately enacted.by the Congress.
Legislation which helps CSC to more effectively control bene-

fit payments under the FEHB program could constitute an im-
portant step toward making carriers--who may be an integral

part of a national health insurance program--more account-
able for their benefit payment actions.
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CHAPTER 3

LACK OF COMPLIANCE

WITH COST-CONTROL REQUIREMENTS

Local Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans and Aetna paying
offices have not fully complied with provisions of the Civil
Service Commission contracts and the policy requirements.de-
veloped by the Associations and the Aetna home office.

BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD PLANS

At the local plans we visited (1) benefit payments were
not always made in accordance with contract and policy re-
quirements and (2) the systems to ensure that benefit payments
were not excessive were not always functioning properly.

Claims adjudication

Relating treatments and procedures to diagnoses

The contract between CSC and the Associations states
that "Routine examinations or periodic physical examinations"
and diagnostic tests "not related to a specific illness * * *
or a definitive set of symptoms" are not covered by the Serv-
ice Benefit Plan.

In 1971 the Associations directed the local plans to (1)
obtain diagnostic information on all outpatient X-ray and lab
claims for $10 or more, (2) obtain diagnoses on all Pap smear
claims regardless of the claims amount, and (3) screen all
lab and X-ray claims to determine whether the tests might be
related to a routine physical examination rather than to an
illness or a dfinite set of symptoms.

As part of this direction, the Associations pointed out
to the local plans:

"A major area of abuse concerns diagnostic proce-
dures done in connection with routine physical exam-
inations."

* * * *

"In many instances unrelated procedures are ordered
in conjunction with others entirely relevant and ap-
propriate to the diagnosis or treatment (e.g., gall
bladder series when treatment is for an upper
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respiratory condition). Such unrelated proceduresare not covered services (under either Basic orSupplemental) and should be denied as unnecessary todiagnosis or treatment of an illness or injury."

The Associaticns' administrative manual provides a listof laboratory tests related to specific diagnoses and pointsout that claims not conforming to these relationships shouldbe referred to a plan's medical advisor. Regarding routine
physical examinations, the manual states:

"When the pattern of laboratory tests performed in-dicates the possibility of a routine physical exam-ination, investigation is necessary before provid-ing benefits." (Underscoring supplied.)

The administrative manual further states that Pap smearsshould always be considered routine unless the procedureis associated with one of nine specific diagnoses.

Of our random sample of claims, 51 had been paid eventhough some laboratory services on the claims were unrelated
to the diagnosis. These problems existed at 9 of the 10 localBlue Shield plans visited. The administrative manual requiresthat, before diagnostic X-rays and laboratory tests are ap-proved, the plans must determine that these tests are medi-cally necessary. However, it was not possible to make thisdetermination at Blue Cross plans becase Blue Cross claims
usually contain only an item charge for laboratory tests orX-rays without a breakdown of what they were or why they wereperformed.

The plans agreed that 21 of the claims were question-able, but disagreed that the other 30 were questionable. Formany of the claims on which the plans disagreed, however, theplans assumed that extenuating circumstances existed whichjustified paying the claims; other claims they justified asconservative medical practice. Our medical advisors believedthat there was not sufficient information to justify payingthese claims.

As the Associations have stated, a major problem in-volved diagnostic procedures performed in connection withroutine physical examinations. The following are examples ofBlue Shield claims we questioned as possible routine physi-
cals and the plans' comments.

--Diagnosis on the claim was chronic fatigue and ex-haustion. The plan paid $60 for seven lab tests.
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The plan said that the claim should have been denied
as a routine physical examination.

-- Diagnosis on the claim was miscellaneous female di-
sease and miscellaneous diseases of muscular skeletal
system. It included four laboratory tests, an elec-
trocardiogram, and a chest X-ray. The total charges
were $83.26. The plan said that the claim should have
been denied as a routine physical examination.

-- Diagnosis on the claim was hepatitis. The patient had
been treated for this disease 2 months before he re-
ceived the services on the claim in question. Tests
involved 15 laboratory tests, an electrocardiogram,
and a chest X-ray. The total charges were $132. We
questioned the claim as a possible routine physical
since, according to the Associations' criteria, only
3 of the 17 tests were related to the hepatitis diag-
nosis. The plan disagreed, stating that this treat-
ment suggests that the patient was not responding to
treatment and that further studies were needed to es-
tablish the cause of the condition. Since no informa-
tion on the claim indicated that the patient was not
responding to treatment or that further tests were
needed, our medical advisors did not believe thai this
claim should have been paid without further informa-
tion.

While our medical advisors were reviewing claims at oneplan, they noted a number of claims which contained laboratory
tests normally associated with routine physicals. To obtain
an indication of the extent to which routine physicals were
being aid by this plan, we sent questionnaires to a random
sample of GAO enrollees whose claims are processed by this
plan.

We sent out 438 questionnaires and received 387 usable
replies, 74 of which indicated that the subscriber and/or afamily member had received one or more routine physicals in the
past 12 months and Blue Shield had paid for the related lab-
oratory and X-ray charges. According to the responses, the
74 subscribers and/or their family members received a total
of 111 routine physicals paid for by the Blue Shield plan.

Of the 373 usable responses regarding Pap smears, 92.ndicated that the subscriber and/cr a member of the familyhad received one or more routine Pap smears. These replies
_ndicated that for every 100 enrollee contracts, the plans
had paid for 28 routine physical examinations and 24 routire
Pap smears over a 12-month period.
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If the GAO employees are representative of all Federal
employees served, this plan may have paid for about 77,000
routine physical examinations and at least 65,000 routine
Pap smears during a 12-month eriod in 1975-76. Assuming
that tests relating to a routine physical would be valued at
$100 and Pap smears at $10, tnis plan could have paid
$7.7 million for routine physicals and $650,000 for routine
Pap smears.

In commenting on our report (see app. III), the Associa-
tions stated they did not believe that valid conclusions
could be reached from the information provided from the ques-
tionnaire. They believed it was unreasonable to expect a
subscriber to recognize what constitutes a routine physical
examination within the definition of covered benefits used
by a claims adjudicator. The Associations also stated that
the sample was biased because the questionnaire implied that
routine physicals were a covered benefit.

We agree that the subscribers do not have access to the
claims submitted by the physicians and that some of the
claims could have included symptoms and diagnoses which
would have justified the claims payment by Blue Cross/Blue
Shield. If the claims had included valid symptoms and
Diagnoses, however, it would seem reasonable to assume
,hat the subscribers should have been made aware of such
symptoms and diagnoses, and would not have indicated to
us that they had received a routine physical. Furthermore,
it seems reasonable to assume that the employees responding
to this questionnaire knew whether they had gozre to a physician
for a routine checkup or for diagnosis or treatment of
an illness. In regard to Associations' comments regarding
our questionnaire, it should be noted that the questionnaire
was developed with the express purpose of avoiding the
introduction of bias in its results.

Necessity for assistants-at-surgery

The CSC contract covers payments to assistant surgeons
if the claim contains a certification that such assistance
was required because of the patient's condition and that a
qualified intern, resident, or other hospital staff physi-
cian was not avail ble. The Associations require certifica-
tion from the attending physician on both of these points.
When the hospital has a residency program, surgery is per-
formed by a team of surgeons, there is more than one assist-
ant, or the assistant is in practice with the surgeon, claims
should be reviewed by the plan's medical advisor to determine
the assistant's necessity.
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Three of the 10 Blue Shield plans did not require the
physicians to certify that the patient's condition required

an assistant surgeon. One also did not require physicians to
certify that qualified interns, residents, or other staff
were not available.

Officials of the latter plan said these requirements

were not workable because such requirements attempted to
dictate how physicians should practice. The officials be-

lieved this would create serious administrative, provider,
and subscriber problems. From October 1975 through April
1976, this plan had paid fees for assistant surgeons in
3,347 cases at a cost of $458,418.

The following are examples of claims questioned for not

having adequate certification on the need for an assistant-
at-surgery:

-- A claim for a Caesarean section included a charge of
$100 for an assistant surgeon.

-- A claim for a "right salpingo oophorec omy" (removal
of uterine tube and ovaries) also incluied an assistant
surgeon fee of $100.

In neither case was there a certification that an assistant
surgeon was necessary or that interns, residentse or other

hospital staff physicians were unavailable.

Dental admissions

The Service Benefit Plan contract limits dental benefits
to medically necessary hospital services for oral surgery or

for extraction of impacted teeth. Hospital services for ex-
traction of other than impacted teeth or other dental proc-

esses are excluded except when admission to a hospital is
necessary to safeguard the life or health of the patient from

the effect of dentistry because of the existence of a speci-
fied, nondental, organic impairment, and when the dentistry
was performed by a physician.

The Associations' policy is that certification of need

for dental-related hospitalization must always be obtained.
The Associations' administrative manual includes examples of
acceptable and unacceptable nondental organic impairments.
Impairments which could qualify a dental patient for hospital
benefits include hemophilia, essential hypertension, and en-

docarditis. Nonqualifying conditions include anxiety, re-
tardation, controlled diabetes, and nonacute organic
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conditions. Admissions for removal of impacted teeth and forother covered dental procedures must be of such complexity as
to require inpatient care.

Five of the 10 Blue Cross plans we reviewed used the As-sociations' criteria for providing dental benefits. However,
the other five plans had developed their own criteria for
dental hospitalization which resulted in some payments foi
noncovered dental hospital care.

-- Three plans paid inpatient dental claims if the patient
had been under general anesthesia for at least 30 min-
utes. One of these plans paid over $51,000 dental'
benefits during 1975 under the Service Bene! _ Plan.
In addition, plan officials said that during that yearonly one dental admission claim had been denied. Our
medical advisor, commenting on the 30 minutes of anes-
thesia criterion, said that it does not indicate in
any way the seriousness or complexity of the dental
procedure and that further information was required to
justify payment in compliance with the contract.

--One plan permitted payment for 1-day hospital stays for
removal of impacted teeth.

-- One plan, which screened claims by computer, routinely
paid dental hospitalization claims because it had not
programed the computer to screen for such claims.

The following a-e examples of claims we questioned.

-- One claim of $662 was paid for a hospital stay with
an admitting diagnosis of dental restorations and a
final diagnosis of dental caries. Although the cor-
responding Blue Shield charges were disallowed, the
Blue Cross benefits were paid because the patient wasunder anesthesia for more than 30 minutes.

-- One claim of $142 was paid for a hospital stay for
infected and impacted teeth. The plan's justification
was that the patient was under anesthesia for more
than 30 minutes.

-- One claim for $110 was paid for a hospital stay for
impacted teeth. The plan's justification was again
the 30-minute criterion.
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Nervous and mental benefits

The contract provides that services rendered by a memberof a mental health team--psychologist, psychiatric nurse, or
psychiatric social worker--must be performed under the super-vision and direction of an attending physician. Claims forservices of a mental health team are to be denied if the pa-tient has not seen the attending physician within 1 year, and
the attending physicians are required to periodically reportto the plans about their supervision of the team. Also, eachclaim for the services of a psychiatrist or clinical psycholo-
gist must be accompanied by a mental health report that in-cludes information on type of therapy and the patient's prog-nosis. In addition, if hospital confinement or medical care,(including private nursing or physical therapy) extends formore than 30 days, a claim must be filed by the last day ofthe month following the month in which the hospital confine-ment or medical care occurred.

Three of the plans we visited deferred all mental andnervous claims for further review by medical staff or claims
examiners. One Blue Cross plan reviewed nervous and mentalclaims which involved hospitalization of 60 days or more; two
others reviewed those which involved hospitalization of 30days or more. Officials at one plan said that, because of alack of screening criteria, they had no basis for questioningmental and nervous claims. Consequently, the plan paid allbasic mental and nervous claims.

In commenting on our report (see app. III), theAssociations said that treatment modalities vary in different
geographic areas, as well as basic professional educationof providers and personal patterns of practice. Thus,
claims adjudication for nervous and mental benefits is
difficult and presents a good example of how plan variationsfrom the Associations' criteria may be necessary.

The Administrative Manual does not provide specificguidance in thi3 area. In February 1975, the Associationsdistributed nervous and mental guidelines for the local plans.
The guidelines directed the plans to give all nervous andmental claims special consideration to ensure prcper substan-tiation of these claims nd provided general screening param-
eters for certain nervouz and mental diagnoses.

If local plans had implemented these guidelines, we be-lieve there would have been less variation in benefit paymentsthan currently exists.
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In 1974 nervous and mental claims accounted for 7.2 per-
cent ($70 million) of the Associations' benefit payments. In
our claims review, we found that many nervous and mental
claims had been paid by the plans without requiring any sup-
porting information from either the hospitals or the attend-
ing physicians.

The following are examples of claims we questioned.

--One plan paid a claim for $22,385 involving 301 days
of inpatient hospitalization. The room and board
charges totaled $13,275; the balance was mainly for
group and occupational therapy and pharmacy charges.
The admitting diagnosis was not given and the final
diagnosis was presenile dementia, cause unknown; ob-
sessive compulsive personality; and depressing adjuEt-
ment reaction to the above. The plan said this diag-
nosis requires screening if the hospital stay exceeds
7 days and it should have investigated this claim for
thle additional 294 days.

-- Another plan paid a $7.863 claim with an admitting
diagnosis of schizophrenic hebephrenia, a final diag-
nosis was not given. The patient remained hospital-
ized 164 days, but the plan's criteria provided a
13-day stay was indicated for such a diagnosis. Al-
though the claim went to utilization review before
payment, the plan agreed that the stay was excessive
and should have been investigated further.

-- A third plan paid $2,625 for a claim involving 75
physician hospital visits. The diagnosis was schizo-
phrenia, schizo-affective type. The plan agreed it
should have investigated further to determine the
justification for the number of visits.

Medically unnecessary admissions

The contracts require that hospitalization be medically
necessary and specifically list custodial care, domiciliary
care, milieu therapy, and diagnostic admissions as noncovered
services.

--Custodial care is room and board and supervisory phy-
sician care for a person who is mentally or physically
disabled and who is not being treated to reduce a dis-
ability in order to allow the patient to live outside
an institution providing medical care.
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-- Domiciliary care is institutional care provided be-
cause care in the home is not available or is un-
suitable.

-- Milieu therapy is confinement in an institution pri-
marily to change or control environment.

-- Diagnostic admission is hospital service and in-
hospital physician care (other then surgery) when the
hospital admission or continued confinement is pri-
marily to perform X-rays, laboratory, and pathological
services, and machine diagnostic tests, if the tests
could have been performed on an outpatient basis
without adversely affecting the patient's physical
condition or the quality of medical care rendered.

The Associations' administrative manual states that hos-
pitalization becomes medically unnecessary when the patient's
status as an inpatient is no longer necessary to render the
services being performed, even though for socioeconomic rea-
sons continued hospitalization might be desirable or even
necessary for the patient's well-being.

The administrative manual instructs plans to use criteria
for normal length of stay for various diagnoses to identify
claims involving possible excessive hospital stays. Claims
which exceed the criteria should be investigated to determine
whether the stay represented a medically necessary hospital-
ization.

Seven of the 10 Blue Cross plans reviewed apply some
type of length-of-stay criteria in reviewing claims to de-
termine whether hospital stays are medically necessary.
Most plans had either developed their own length-of-stay
guidelines or used guidelines presented in the Professional
Activities Study which was developed by the Commission on
Professional and Hospital Admissions. Professional Activi-
ties Study data contains average (and other) lengths of
stay for various diagnoses, surgeries, and age groups. This
data is available for the Nation and by regions. Some plans
consider age in determining length-of-stay crite ia; others
do not.

The plans having length-of-stay criteria used them to
flag a claim for more than routine review. For example, a
claim representing an apparent excessive stay could be sub-
ject to a more thorough review by nonmedical personnel or
referred to a nurse or physician for review. If further re-
view of the claim failed to substantiate the need for the ex-
cessive stay, hospital records might be obtained and reviewed.
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During our review at the 10 Blue Cross plans, we ques-
tioned a number of claIms at all plans for exceeding the
plans' length-of-stay criteria. Four Blue Cross plans ap-
peared to have problems primarily with diagnostic admissions.
At these plans we questioned 44 claims as representing pos-
sible diagnostic admissions.

Of the three plans that did not use length-of-stay cri-
teria, one plan questioned only claims exceeding $10,000; one
sent only claims for stays over 30 days to medical review;
and one did not attempt to determine excessive stays because
claims examiners were not familiar with length-of-stay cri-
teria. The following are examples of claims we questioned:

-- The final diagnosis on the claim was "abdominal pain.'
There was no admitting diagnosis, and the patient was
hospitalized for 35 days with total charges of $6,107.
The only procedure listed was a sigmoidoscopy. The
plan said that this diagnosis and procedure requires
screening if hospital stay exceeds 7 days and agreed
that it should have investigated this claim to deter-
mine if the stay was medically necessary.

-- The final diagnosis on the claim was "Bakers cyst left
knee." Th.-e were no procedures or admitting diagnoses
listed on the claim. The patient was hospitalized for
84 days with charges of.$10,058. The plan said that
this diagnosis requires screening if the hospital stay
exceeds 5 days ad agreed that this claim should have
been investigated.

Recertification

The Associations have instructed Blue Cross plans to de-
velop recertification procedures for the Service Benefit Plan.
Recertification requires local plans to review patient's med-
ical status after a specified number of days of hospitaliza-
tion to determine how many, if any, additional days of hos-
pitlization are necessary. The Associations' policy is that
in-house medical advice is necessary for an adequate recer-
tification program. Also, initial approval of care must not
exceed 20 days in a general hospital, and hospitals must be
required to report on a patient's condition after 16 days of
care. The plan then is tc decide whether the patient's con-
dition warrants more days of care than initially authorized.

an effective recertification procedure may have two cost-
control advantages. First, the procedure can help reduce
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excessive hospital stays. 1/ Second, it can increase the
possibility of avoiding retroactive denial of claims. If the
plan informs a patient or a provider that it no longer con-
siders hospitalization medically necessary before the patient
incurs additional liability, the patient, te physician, and
the plan can act accordingly. This is especially important
in light of CSC's position that paying an invalid claim (for
example, one for an excessive stay) is often preferable to
subjecting a subscriber to the financial hardship that a ret-
roactive denial normally entails.

None of the 10 Blue Cross plans reviewed had adopted the
Associations' policy for recertification. Four plans had al-
ternative procedures which they believed met the intent of
the recertification requirement. The other six plans had no
recertification procedures.

Other systems

Usual, customary, and reasonable
ayment to physicians

The contract between CSC and the Associations states
that physician reimbursements under the high option portion
of the Service Benefit Plan 2/ will, in general, be in ac-
cordance with the UCR payment method. Payments for partici-
pating physicians' 3/ services are made directly to a doctor
in amounts "which in general are equal to his usual charges
for the same services, but which do not exceed amounts cus-
tomarily charged by other physicians for the same service."

l/In "Study of Health Facilities Construction Costs"
(B-164031(3), Nov. 20, 1972), we found that recertification
procedures produced shortened stays for patients covered by
two group insurance companies.

2/Physician eimbursements under the low option are based on
an allowable fee schedule included in the Service Benefit
Plan contract.

3/In many areas, local Blue Shield plans have contractual par-
ticipation agreements with physicians who agree to accept the
plan's payment for a service or procedure as payment in
full and not to bill the patient for any unpaid amounts.
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The contract defines usual, customary, and reasonable as
follows:

--A charge is "usual" if it is the fee most frequently
imposed by a provider for the particular service or
supply.

-- A charge is "customary" if it is within the range of
fees usually charged for the particular service or
supply by providers of similar training and experience
in the same locality.

-- A charge is "reasonable" when it is usual and custo-
mary or, in the opinion of the Associations, is justi-
fied because of unusual circumstances, such as the
complexity of a surgical procedure.

Using the contractual definition of UCR and applying theconcept to physician payments, Blue Shield plans must main-
tain individual physician charge profiles (a particular doc-
tor's usual charge for a service) and procedure charge pro-files (the customary charge for a service by practitioners
in an area).

Under the UCR system, a doctor is generally paid theleast of his actual charge, his usual fee, or the customary
fee. The following table illustrates how the system should
work.

Physician's Physician's Area/specialty Blue Shield
bill usual fee customary allowance payment

$25 $30 $40 $2530 30 40 30
40 30 40 30
50 40 35 35

In 1971 the Associations noted that many plans' adminis-
tration of UCR was weak because

-- claims were being screened only for a customary fee
allowance,

-- individual physician usual charge profiles were not
maintained or used, and

-- tolerance levels were being applied to make payments
above the UCR limit (plans would set usual and custom-
ary limits and pay a certain amount above these
limits).
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The Associations (1) told the local plans that the presence
of such conditions raised a serious question of conformance
with the intent of the contract with CSC, (2) directed the
plans to cease using UCR tolerances, and (3) required plans
having physician profiles to apply them to claims'submitted
under the Service enefit Plan.

The Associations' administrative manual states that plans
must develop physician usual charge profiles, use these pro-
f' es in developing the customary charge levels, and'use both
profiles to determine the amount of benefits.

The 10 Blue Shield plans we visited developed and applied
the UCR reimbursement concept differently. Most plans did
not comply with the general scheme of the UCR contract provi-
sion.

-- Physician bills were not screened against usual charges
(four plans). Thus, physicians could charge at the
customary level, and the plans have no assurance that
the customary fee does not exceed a physician's usual
fee.

--The usual charge was defined as the charge which ap-
peared on the claim or whatever the physician stated
was his usual fee (three plans). This practice amounts
to not having a usual fee screen because the plan has
no basis on which to determine whether a fee is actu-
ally the fee most frequently imposed by the physician.

-- Customary fee levels were not developed from usual
charge data (four plans) and were updated by periodi-
cally applying across-the-board percentage increases
to each payment (two plans). Consequently, the cus-
tomary fee levels may have little, if any, relation
to what physicians usually charge.

-- Additional amounts (tolerance levels) of $1 to $15
were applied to UCR payments (one plan). Payments,
therefore, exceeded the UCR limitation.

-- Physicians were allowed to choose either of two payment
methods, neither of which conformed to the UCR require-
ments (one plan). Physicians usually chose the method
that resulted in the higher payment.
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Assessing the impact of plans' deviations from the gen-
eral scheme of'the provisions is difficult. However,
for some areas, we could determine that such deviations re-
sulted in excessive payments.

At one plan, to obtain an indication of the effect of
not screening against a doctor's usual fee profile, we devel-
oped these profiles for seven common medical procedures and
compared what the plan had paid over a 12-month period with
what it would have paid had it screened against the usual
profiles. For these seven procedures, the planhad paid
$30,856 more than it wculd have paid under the usual fee
screen.

One plan mentioned above had two payment methods and
permitted physicians to select either method. The one method
allowed physicians to merely state their usual charge for a
procedure, while the other method based payment on a relative
value assigned to procedures. To de ermine the effect of
permitting a choice, we analyzed a random sample of 249
claims. For these claims the plan ad incurred additional
costs of $3,575 by allowing physici ns to choose the most
advantageous payment system. Based on this sample, we esti-
mated for April to December 1975 that, had this plan imple-
mented only one system, it could have saved either $185,119
or $18,586, depending on the system selected.

In commenting on our report (see app. III), the Associa-
tions stated that the use of the words "in general" was a
considered and deliberate recognition by both parties that
payments for the same services were not expected to be "usual"
and "customary" in all cases and that the methods employed in
determining that payments are usual or customary were not ex-
pected to be either precise or uniform in all cases or in all
areas. The Associations agreed that variations "have occurred
in some areas as described in the GAO report." The Associa-
tions also stated that the results of the plans' UCR payment
systems "have been entirely in keeping with the intent of the
Contract." The Associations said they believe the impact was
minor and that an overwhelming majority of benefit payments
meet the contractual tests of "the fee most frequently im-
posed" and "within the range of fees usually charged by pro-
viders."

The Associations went on to say that benefit payments
that do not meet these tests are fully authorized by the "in
general" wording of the contract. The Associations stated
that they are prepared to conduct a study to determine the
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extent to which benefit payments are meeting the contract
requirements and they expect this study to demonstrate that
their UCR programs have created a level of uniformity and
equity in benefit payments beyond what was anticipated by the
parties to the contract.

CSC, the other party to the contract, does not agree with
the Associations' contention that payments for the same serv-
ices were not expected to be usual and customary in all cases
and that this is in keeping with the intent of the contract.Since the Associations are apparently planning a study on
these UCR variations it would seem desirable for CSC, being
the other party to the contract, to participate in the study
with the Associations.

Coordination of benefits

The contract requires the carrier to make a reasonable
effort to avoid liability as the primary carrier. Under this
provision, benefit pa"tents are limited whenever a subscriber
has other group heal insurance coverage or no-fault automo-
bile insurance that is .etermined to be primary to Service
Benefit Plan coverage. For example:

-- Medicare coverage is always primary to FEHB program
coverage.

--If the spouse of a subscriber with family coverage has
other coverage provided by an employer, that coverage
would be primary for the spouse.

-- If children are covered under policies of both spouses,
the husband's insurance is deemed primary for the
children.

Effective coordination of benefits can reduce the costs
of a nonprimary carrier since that carrier is obligated to
pay only the balance of charges not paid by the primary car-
rier up to 100 percent of UCR charges.

The Associations' policy is that plans should investigate
for other insurance coverage (1) for Blue Cross outpatient and
inpatient claims exceeding $50 and $100, respectively, or (2)
for patients for whom there is a history of other coverage on
file. Plans are not to rely on negative responses from pro-viders on whether a patient has other insurance coverage.
The plans must investigate for other coverage when the patient
is a spouse, child of a female employee, or a dependent over
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18. Associations officials maintain that, of all claims costs-
control procedures, tight administration of the coordination
of benefits provision has the greatest measurable potential
payoff.

Seven of the 20 Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans included
in our review investigated for other coverage in accordance
with the Associations' directives. Two plans followed the
directives to some extent but often failed to obtain complete
information on other insurance. The other 11 plans investi-
gated for other insurance coverage only if the claim form or
the plans' files indicated that the patient had other insur-
ance.

In commenting on our report (see app. III), the Associa-
tions stated that its monetary recovery from coordinating with
other insurance has increased each year since 1971 and that in
1975 its recovery from coordination with other insurance com-
panies was $120 million. The Associations also stated that
investigating claims for other insurance coverage is subject
to the law' of diminishing returns, that investigation and
followup are costly and delay disposition of the claim, and
they believed selective screening was important from both a
cost benefit and a service point of view.

The $120 million cited by the Associations includes
$104 million recovered from Medicare. Also, while the As-
sociations' recovery from coordinating with other insurance
increased by abou. $32 million froma 1974 to 1975, over
$28 million of this was recovered from Medicare. Under the
Medicare program, Medicare carriers pay their benefits first
and thus little, if any, investigation is required by the
FEHB carriers. Investigating claims may be costly and time-
consuming and perhaps hould be screened from a cost-benefit
standpoint. As indicated above, however, there was no con-
sistency among the 20 plans we reviewed as to the degree to
which they coordinate their benefits with those of other in-
surance carriers, even though the Associations' own criteria
for administering the FEHB contract requires local plans to
carry out such coordination activities.

Workmen's compensation

The contract excludes payment for services and supplies
for any condition, ailment, or injury for which benefits are
payable to the subscriber under any workmen's compensation
law. The Associations' policy is that information on a pa-
tient's occupation should be provided on claim forms. However,
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questionnaires must be sent to all subscribers submit-
ting claims for injuries of a Federal employee or a spouse
or child over 18 years of age if there is reason to believe
the injury might be work related. Blue Cross an:, Blue Shield
plans are required to work together so that the exclusion
will be administered consistently.

Fifteen of the 20 local Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans
we visited had criteria for investigating claims for workmen's
compensation. The other five plans did not screen in accord-
ance with the administrative manual to determine whether
claims for accidental injuries were work related.

One plan had a computer deferral system for claims to be
investigated for workmen's compensation. However, the system
appears to be ineffective since we identified five claims in
our sample at this plan which met the Associations' criteria
regarding workmen's compensation but which were not investi-
gated.

Coordination between local Blue
Cross and Blue Shield plans

The Associations' policy is that local Blue Cross and
Blue Shield plans must work together to ensure consistency in
the payment and denial of claims for hospital stays involving
both local plans. According to the Associations' administra-
tive manual, the Blue Cross plan is responsible for deciding
when the benefits are to be terminated or dcnied and for noti-
fying the Blue Shield plan of its decision. Blue Shield must
accept Blue Cross' determination.

Five of the 10 Blue Cross wnans appear to have adequate
coordination on payment and denial of claims. The other five
plans had coordination procedures but did not always follow
them. One plan notified the Blue Shield plan of only 9 of
46 claims it had rejected. The Blue Shield plan did not at-
tempt to adjust its payments for the nine claims. Our review
of a sample of 91 claims denied by the other 4 Blue Cross
plans showed that the Blue Shield plans had incorrectly paid
29 of these claims. The payments resulted from (1) the local
Blue Cross plans not properly notifying the Blue Shield plans,
(2) the Blue Shield plans paying before a notice had been re-
ceived from the Blue Cross plans, or (3) the Blue Shield plans
not properly acting upon Blue Cross notices of denied claims.
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ASSOCIATIONS' COMMENTS

In commenting on our report (see app.- III), Associations

officials said "Neither the Participating Agreements nor

the Administrative Manual require that every Plan administer
benefits mechanically in the same way." They also said

"The GAO report concludes that any departure by a

local Blue Cross or Blue Shield Plan from the Na-
tional Associations' policies and procedures con-
tained in the Administrative Manual represents a

violation of the Contract with the Civil Service
Commission."

The Associations further stated that the intent of the plan

participating agreements is to assure uniform results, not

to require uniform administrative procedures.

We have not intended to imply that a plan's failure to

follow a specific policy is a contract violation. We have

noted throughout the report which plan practices entailed

deviations from administrative requirements and hich devi-

ated from the contract. Although the Associations have taken

the position that departures from Associations policies and

procedures do not represent violations of the contract, these

policies and procedures were initiated for contract compliance.

Also, the plan participation agreements require the plans to

comply with the Associations' policies for implementing the

contract. For example, when the Associations initiated the

16-point cost-control program and instructed the local plans

to comply with these 16 points, they stated that:

"* * * immediate t-eps must be initiated by all

Plans to assure more precise benefit administration
to the letter of the FEP contract with the U.S.
Civil Service Commission."

Another example concerned the Associations' instructions to

the local plans on the administration of mental and nervous

benefits. The Associations stated:

"In order to ensure that benefits are provided in

accordance with the provisions of the Government-
wide Service Benefit Plan, the guidelines presented

herein should be implemented in the claims process-
ing departments without delay."

We have not questioned claims merely because they did

not conform to administrative requirements. For example,
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some of the plans' procedures for determining the necessity

of an assistant-at-surgery or for implementing recertifica-

tion did not meet the procedural requirements of 
the admin-

istrative manual. In such cases we evaluated the procedures

in terms of results. Further, we do not believe the plan

participation agreements have produced uniform 
results since

the Associations have not exercised the authority 
provided

for in the agreements and because our review showed 
that the

results of the plans' procedures varied.

In our view the fact that CSC continues to audit against

the Associations' policy requirements, even though 
the Associa-

tions have taken the position that departures from 
these re-

quirements are allowable, exemplifies the need 
for specific

cost-control provisions to be included as part 
of the FEHB

contracts.

AETNA PAYING OFFICES

The following information pertains to the paying 
offices'

performance in meeting selected contract and policy require-

ments for benefit payments and limiting charges to reasonable

amounts.

Medically necessary services

The contract for the Indemnity Benefit Plan excludes

charges for services and supplies not medically 
necessary for

diagnosis or treatment of illness or injury. The contract

also excludes charges for physical checkups and 
diagnostic

tests that are made in the absence of definite symptoms of

disease or injury or that do not reveal a need 
for treatment.

The Aetna's claim guide includes criteria for determining

medical necessity for only the more common diagnoses.

At both paying offices we visited, claims processors,

who lack formal medical training, relied on their 
experience

and judgment (except for the common diagnoses set forth in

the claims guide) in determining whether claims 
for hospital

coniinements, physician services, diagnostic procedures, 
and

drugs and medicines were medically necessary. In many cases,

determinations were made based on limited information 
because

the paying offices did nct always require that the 
diagnosis

Jr a description of the treatment be provided on 
the claim.

For example, a claim of $81 which was paid included 
office

calls, tests, and drugs, but no diagnosis.
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In most cases, however, when a claim does not have a
diagnosis, Aetna is able to justify the claim based on infor-
mation contained in the patient's complete medical file, which
is available to the claims processors. The 68 claims we ques-
tioned were payments that Aetna was unable to support from the
patients' medical history. A number of these questioned
claims were for small drug charges.

In addition to these claims, we also identified other
deficiencies which we did not include in our error rates.
We believe these are system problems since Aetna's claim
guide allows paying offices to pay these charges without an
investigation of the claim. One of these deficiencies re-
lates to claims involving prescription drugs. Aetna permits
payments of drug charges if

-- a prescription number is shown or the claim indicates
that the drug or medicine was prescribed by the attend-
ing physician or

-- the total expenses for prescribed drugs and medicines
submitted currently and during the 30 days preceding
the present submission is less than $50.

The home office permits the paying offices to use these cri-
teria liberally since Aetna allowed these charges as long as
less than $50 of drugs ($100 beginning in 1976) are purchased
during a 30-day period regardless of the amount submiitted.
For example, Aetna could receive a $300 drug claim; but if
purchases of the drugs did not exceed $50 over any 30-day
period, it would not have to investigate.

In addition, we also identified deficiencies in the pay-
ment of certain hospital charges where it was not possible
to determine if drug, laboratory, X-ray, or other charges re-
lated to the diagnoses. The paying office routinely paid
these charges without investigating. The home office and the
paying offices considered investigation as economically im-
practical; however, noncovered hospital charges are difficult
to detect when hospital charges are not itemized.

If a paying office cannot decide whether a claim is al-
lowable, the claim may be referred to the home office fcr
disposition. Atna estimates that claims referred to the
home office represent less than 1 percent of all claims, al-
though they are usually of high value. These claims are re-
viewed by senior claims examiners who have access to physi-
cian and dental consultants.
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Home office auditors review a sample of paid claims from
each paying office three or four times a year to check for

erroneous payments and statistical errors. They do not, how-

ever, attempt to relate the diagnosis to the treatment, the

length of hospital stay, or the drugs provided. Nor do they
have the benefit of nurses' notes, hospital histories, or
other medical records pertinent to a claim.

The following are examples of claims we questioned be-
cause the services appeared not to be medically necessary.

--A claim showed a diagnosis of "post myocardial infarc-
tion" (heart attack) and included a physical examina-
tion and numerous laboratory tests amounting to $149.

The patient was no longer under physician care for the
heart attack, which had occurred 2 years before. Pay-
ing office officials agreed that the claim was for a
routine physical examination.

-- A claim showed diagnosis of "osteoarthritus, left hip
remission" and involved an office visit and laboratory
tests totaling $109. Paying office officials agreed
that some of these tests did not relate to the diag-

nosis and that the claim should have been denied as a
routine physical.

-- A claim showed a diagnosis of "atopic dermatitus dis-

seminated" (skin disease) and included office visits,
laboratory tests, and drugs totaling $150, which were
paid by the paying office. We questioned whether some

of the prescription drugs were related to the diagnosis
and whether some of the drug charges were for nonpre-
scription drugs, and therefore not payable. The plan
agreed that more than $20 of the charges were for drugs

not related to the diagnosis or for nonprescription
drugs.

Reasonableness of charges

Under the Indemnity Benefit Plan, payments are based on
prevailing fees, which are defined as the fees normally
charged by other providers in an area for similar services or
supplies.

Both paying offices we visited used prevailing fee sched-

ules developed by Aetna for paying charges for surgical pro-

cedures. However, Aetna has not developed prevailing fee
schedules for nonsurgical procedures. Aetna's claim guide
instructs the paying offices to establish prevailing fees for
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such procedures. When sufficient charge data is not avail-

able, the paying offices are o attempt to establish its own

prevailing fees.

The paying offices we visited established neither pre-

vailing fees noL tentative prevailing fees for nonsurgical

procedures. Also, these offices had not compiled data on

nonsurgical charges that could be used to establish

prevailing fees. According to officials at one local office,

such fees had not been established because of the high admin-

istrative cost involved.

At one paying office, 271 of the 285 claims in our

sample contained nonsurgical procedures. None of the charges

for covered nonsurgical services had been reduced by the pay-

ing office. At the other paying office, we did not attempt

to determine the number of claims in our sample that were for

nonsurgical services.

AETNA COMMENTS

In commenting on our report (see apps. IV and V), Aetna

stated it had not skimped on claim settlement expenditures;

however, the company had tried to be prudent. Aetna officials

noted that their claims payment system was predicated on the

assumption that, in the absence of any indication of fraud or

abuse, small items of expense should be paid rather than

elaborately investigated. They also stated that health is

highly subjective and in the absence of symptoms of disease

or injury documented by several unrelated and disinterested

third parties, no claim can be unquestionably substantiated.

Aetna said that it is a carrier's job

"to effect a reasonable balance between the risk

that a benefit payment based on limited data but

good judgment might not be proper and the risk that

fuller documentation before payment of the claim

might be expensive, irritating, time-consuming, and

non-productive."

We agree that at times good judgment can be used in lieu

of more expensive, time-consuming documentation. Aetna's

policies of routinely paying all hospital charges for tests,

drugs, and X-rays without these charges being itemized or

:other wise supported, and of paying drug charges under $50

routinely ($100 for 1976), and not requiring diagnoses on

-all claims or for all items on a claim, may be a practical

solution for processing claims economically. However, we do
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not believe it is possible for a claims processor to deter-
mine the medical necessity of claims without supporting docu-
mentation.

As a result of our review, Aetna is considering

-- requiring certification from claimants that they do
not have other insurance coverage if more than 90 days
have elapsed since Aetna has received such a certi-
fication;

--having the home office furnish prevailing fees for
covered services and supplies fr use at the paying
offices and requiring charges exceeding the fees to
be reviewed by claims analysis units of the paying
offices;

-- requiring enrollees to provide a diagnosis for drug
bills and, generally, the name of the drug as well;
and

-- not treating diagnostic tests as allowable expenses if
there is no indication in a claim file of a condition
within the past 12 months that would warrant the tests.
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CHAPTER 4

SCOPE OF REVIEW

We reviewed the operations of 10 Blue Cross and 10 Blue
Shield plans and 2 Aetna paying offices to assess how effec-
tively they were complying with (1) Civil Service Commission
contracts and (2) cost-control policies developed and dissemi-
nated by the Associations and the Aetna home office. We also
reviewed CSC's efforts in ensuring that the carriers complied
with cost-control provisions. The local Blue Cross and Blue
Shield offices we visited made about 33 percent of the total
benefit payments of the Service Benefit Plan in 1975, and the
Aetna paying offices we visited made about 20 percent of the
total benefit payments of the Indemnity Benefit Plan. in
addition to reviewing claims processing policies and proce-
dures, we analyzed a random sample of paid claims at each
local plan and paying office. Our medical advisors revi ed
all claims requiring medical judgment.

We also reviewed the carriers' systemns for (1) limiting
claims payments to reasonable charges and () coordinating
benefits with other insurance. In addition, at local Blue
Cross/Blue Shield plans, we evaluated the coordination of
benefits between the plans.

We made our review from February to August 1976 at (1)
the Civil Service Commission is Washington, D.C., (2) the
Blue Cross/Blue Shield Federal Employee Program headquarters
in Washington, D.C., (3) local Blue Cross and Blue Shield
plans in Washington, D.C.; Harrisburg and Camp Hill, Pennsyl-
vania; Richmond, Virginia; Atlanta and Columbus, Georgia7
Birmingham, Alabama; Denver, Colorado; Salt Lake City, Utah;
Albuquerque, New Mexico; and San Francisco and Oakland, Cali-
fornia, (4) the Aetna home office in Hartford, Connecticut,
and (5) Aetna paying offices in Richmond, Virginia, and Denver,
Colorado.
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January 22, 1976

Honorable Elmer B. Staats
Comptroller General of the United States
General Accounting Office
Washington, D. C. 20548

Dear Mr. Comptroller General:

During the past few months there has been a great deal of Congres-
sional interest in the 1976 premium rate increases for two Govern-
ment-wide plans of the Federal Employees Health Benefits (FEHB)
program. During November and December 1975, your Office provided
this Subcommittee with both a staff paper and testimony regarding
premium rate increases for these two plans. At that time we ds-
cussed with your staff the desirability of doing further work in
this area to determine how the Civil Service Commission and the
carriers for these plans -- Blue Cross/Blue Shield and Aetna --
can better control health insurance costs.

Tn view of this, we would like for your Office to determine what
these two carriers and the Commission are now doing to control
health costs under the FEHB program. Specifically, we would like
your'Office to determine, to the extent possible:

--the procedures employed by these two carriers to ensure
that health insurance benefits are limited to only medically
necessary procedures and that payments for benefits are not
excessive, as provided for in the contracts betwe.tn the
Commission and the carriers;

-- what the Commission does, such as audits and otherwise, to
assure that the carriers' payments for benefits are in
accordance with the contract provisions;

--the extent of compliance by local plans and paying offices
with cost control procedures established for the Government-
wide plans at the headquarters level of the two carriers and
how effective these cost controls have been; and
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-what actions the Commission and the carriers can take to
improve their procedures for controlling costs.

In addition to the above, the Subcommittee would appreciate any
suggestions you say have which could help reduce costs to the FEHB
program. Because of the constraints of time limitations now placed
on us by the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of
1974, it would be greatly appreciated if we could have this report
not later than September 1, 1976.

With best wishes, I am

Sincerely yours,

Richard C. White
Chairman

RCW:rml
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UNITED STATES CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION IN Y P.TAS. l TO

BUREAU OF RETIREMENT, INSURANCE. AND OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20415

YOUR lllNU

NOV 12 1976
Mr. Gregory J. Ahart
Director, Human Resources Division
U.S. General Accounting Office
441 G Street, NW
Washington, DC 20548

Dear Mr. Ahart:

This is a response to your September 21, 1976 letter which enclosed
a draft of your proposed report to the Subcommittee on Retirement and
Employee Benefits, House Committee on Post Office and Civil Service.
on the Federal Employee Health Benefits Program. Since receiving your
draft, your staff and my own have had meetings during which it was
agreed to change portions of the draft. Our comments, which follow,
are based on your original draft except where it has been agreed to
change it.

Our comments are directed primarily to the overall theme of the reoort,
the Digest and Chapter 2 (CSC Should Ensure That Carriers Pay Benefits
According To Contracts and Cost Control Policies). We have commented
only briefly on Chapter 3 (Lack of Compliance with Cost Control Re-
quirements). We did not comment on Chapter 1 (Introduction) or Chapter
4 (Scope of Audit). We also have not commented on those portions
of the report which deal specifically with the carriers.

Comments on Overall Theme of the Report

The overall theme of this report implies that the Commission has the
power to significantly control health insurance costs by means of
specific detailed contract requirements and audit actions relating
to cost control activities and procedures followed by the insurance
carriers. While effective claims administration review and control
procedures are essential in administration of an insurance program,
the extent to which they will, in themselves, significantly control
health insurance costs or reduce premiums, is not as substantial as
implied by the report or as the report would lead one to believe.

We agree completely with the statement contained in the report that
benefit payments are the major factor in determining premium rates.
The cost of health insurance in the Federal Employees Health Benefits
Program reflects and is determined by the cost of the health services
covered by the insurance. Therefore, unless we are able to reduce r
control the cost and/or utilization of health services there will be
no significant or substantial reduction, leveling off or control f
insurance premiums.

THE MERIT SYSTEM-A GOOO INVESTMENT IN GOOD GOVERNMENT
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Given today's health are delivery system and third party payer

arrangements, the control of health insurance costs lies primarily

with the providers of health services (doctors and hospitals),

secondly with insurance carriers and other third party payers,

and finally with the users of medical services. During the course

of hearings held on October 20,.1975, before the House Subcommittee

on Retirement and Employee Benefits, I discussed in some detail the

factors that went into the health insurance premiums and costs in

the Federal Program, as well as the components that make up the-

cost and the effect various actions might have in connection with

each one of them. During the course of that hearing, I also discussed

various actions either legislative, regulatory or administrative
that might be taken that would have some impact on either leveling

or controlling, to some extent, any further increases in health insurance

premiums.. At that time I also stated my view that:

"I think, in my rather limited view, that the only real

solution, other than some of the artificially imposed ones

that I may have mentioned to this problem, if one is ever

to exist, lies in the hands of the individuals who really

control health care costs.
That is the individual physician and-the physicians as a group.

The physician, in fact, is in a unique position. He controls

everything, really, in this field, except the first contact by

the patient. From that point on, that patient is in the hands

of that physician. The type and length of treatment the in-

dividual receives is in the hands of that physician. The number

of consultations and who he will consult with, when he is hospi-

talized, the length of time he will stay in the hospital, the type

of drugs he will take, just about everything else is in the hands

of that physician."

The influence over health care costs exercised by the Commission

is relatively insignificant by comparison.

The providers of health services must be held accountable and pri-

marily responsible for the urrent high cost of health care as they

make up the community having the authority for establishing the cost

of health care services.

Health insurance carriers must next be held responsible for the con-

trol of rising health care costs. Carriers can exert a significant

influence on the medical community by implementing and enforcing

cost control programs. The Carriers can also be effective by inform-

ing users of health services of what they can do to help hold down

health care costs.

The Commission represents only a small portion of the users of

health care services. In fact, FEP comprises only about 6 per-

cent of the total Blue Cross/Blue Shield enrollment. In some
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individual local plans FEP may comprise only 1 percent (or less)
of the enrollment. Where such local plans do not have effective
cost control programs and/or adequate management systems for
their other lines of business, the Commission is in a position to
exercise only limited influence for requiring changes to existing
practices.

In summary, we believe that the control of health care costs to
a considerable extent is dependent upon at least the following
external forces:

a. Providers of Health Care Services
b. Carriers of Health Care Insurance, and
c. Users of Health Services.

The report recognizes that the application of strict cost control
could result in adverse enrollee reaction since the employees may
incur liabilities for charges not paid by the carriers. Actually,
the cost controls implied by the report are tighter claims control
and strict claims adjudication. Such cost control actions would
not really control health care costs, but would merely shift a
greater portion of the cost to the employee who felt such charges
were covered by this insurance only to find out afterwards that
they were not. Here again, I might also call your attention to my
testimony of October 20, 1975, wherein at one point I referred to
"the tendency and the direction taken in most legislation and in
most policy guidance that we have been receiving from the Congress
in recent years has been in the direction of what I have begun to
call a pay claim syndrome. It seems that we have been building
in all kinds of mechanisms to either review or go after a carrier
when he turns down a claim under the contract so the emphasis
seems to be on making it as difficult as possible for carriers
to either turn down, reduce or take adverse action on the claim
of any Federal employee". The increase in litigation against
carriers and their expc ience as a result of such litigation has
not helped matters ar -. At the present time, members of one of the
medical professional ,rganizations is objecting quite strenuously,
with some support from some members of Congress, to efforts on
the part o carriers to obtain additional information which
they believe is needed to properly evaluate and adjudicate claims
under the Federal Employees Health Benefits contract and which
would be of assistance to them in reviewing claims from the stand-
point of cost and utilization control.

The Commission does, however, view its responsibility to Federal
employees enrolled in FEP as a significant one. We believe that,
to the extent possible, we should exert our maximum influence on
carriers to do their part to help control rising health care costs.
In this regard, the Commission has in the past, and at present, been
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attempting in its contract negotiations with the carriers to provide
.a health benefits plan design that is more conducive to reducing costs,
yet at the same time, providing quality medical care. Some of these
effective cost control benefit provisions involve such things as the
use of free-standing facilities; surgi-centers; dialysis centers which
can provide quality care at less cost than in-hospital atient care;
in and out same day surgery where appropriate; the use of second surgical
opinions where elective surgery is involved; the use of PRSOs and peer
review committees; home nursing services; and pre-admission testing.
In addition, we have been encouraging and providing benefits for the u-
of utilization and review committees, the monitoring of hospital stays
and patient and employee education designed to eliminate unnecessary
utilization of benefits. We have also required in all our contracts for
the coordination of benefits to prevent double coverage and double pay-
ments. We have also encouraged the use of alternative delivery systems
and more effective provider rate setting. These activities are designed
to attack th real high cost of medical services which are reflected
in the health insurance premiums. The ultimate result of these types of
activities is reduced cost and more cost control. They appear to be very
effective tools in this area and are meeting with continued success.
We have significantly redirected our audit effort toward review
of benefit payments and an analysis of management techniques em-
ployed by each plan for developing and implementing cost containment
programs. We have increased our efforts during contract nego-
tiations for additional controlling features such as the disputes
clause and, currently, an advance agreements clause. We have
interpreted other contract clauses very strictly and we continually
evaluate the cost impact of health benefits offered under the
contract. We cannot, however, exercise a significant influence
over the cost of health care (the health care industry in total)
and we recognize that te cost of health care for Federal employees
will continue to rise is some relation to the rise of health care
costs in the economy.

Comments on Digest of Report

In the digest of the report you state that as a result of your revied
of benefit payments made by carriers, you found numerous payments which
were made either (1) in violation of contract or policy requirements
or (2) in the absence of sufficient information upon which to determine
the allowability or reasonableness of the payments. We believe that
such findings by GAO are representative of the practices employed by
the carriers. Audits of carriers performed by the Commission on a
regular basis are also identifying such deficiencies.

While your findings imply that 13.5 percent of Blue Cross/Blue Shield
claims and 23 percent of Aetna claims were paid in error, we note
that a high percentage of these "errors" represent claims paid with-
out "sufficient information". We do not believe that it is equitable
to include payments of this type in error projections. Only 1 percent
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of the Blue Cross/Blue Shield claims reviewed should have been
denied, all others reflect a judgmental factor as to whether or not
sufficient information was available on which to base payment of the
claim. A similar situation exists relative to the GAO review of Aetna.

The question of whether "sufficient information" was available, as
stated above, is a matter of medical judgment and we believe that
such controversies cannot be settled on a basis satisfactory to all
parties involved. We are also confident that the subscriber involved
*and his physician would consider services that'are rendered as being
covered benefits and medically necessary. We find this to be true
today more than ever before in light of the current trend of malpractice
suits being lodged against physicians. This type of an atmosphere
causes physicians to take additional precautions against an incorrect
diagnosis or treatment program.

Many situations in this area involve medical judgement and certainly
there is some question raised as to who is in the better position to
render medical judgement, the attending physician, the Plan's consult-
ant, a GAO or our medical advisor or whether the ultimate in resolving
such issues would be the costly device of peer review.

Weaknesses found by GAO in the benefit payment area and in the
systems used by the local plans to ensure that benefits were not
in excess of contract requirements are similar to findings found by
the Commission in its audits of local plans. The Commission is con-
sistently calling such deficiencies to the attention of the local
plans and the Associations through the issuance of audit reports.
The Associations do recognize that in many instances our findings
represent valid deficiencies in local plan management systems and
have, in some cases, taken steps to encourage local plans to take
appropriate corrective action.

The report states that the contracts negotiated by the Commission with
the carriers contain neither incentives for the carriers to control
health benefit costs nor penalties if the carriers do not pay benefits
in accordance with contract provisions. Incentives in Government con-
tracts normally take form according to the type of contract negotiated,
such as Fixed Price Incentive (FPI) contracts or Cost Plus Incentive
Fee (CPIF) contracts. We do not believe that health benefit contracts
lend themselves to either the FPI or the CPIF format. Either of these
formats would have to be based on contractor performance and consequent-
ly the contractor would be in a position to control (manipulate) the
contract costs in order to stay below targets. Accordingly, this could
result in the awarding of incentives that may not be justified.
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Therefore, incentives in the contract would have to take ome unique

form. We have, of course, considered the idea of incentives and

penalties in order to stimulate more fficient contract administra-
tion by the carriers. Unfortunately, no workable plan has been

developed to date which would result in the desired objective.

Your report did not offer any suggestions on what incentives or pen-

alities were appropriate or how best to achieve such results in nego-

tiations with the intermediaries. Also, your report did not consider
that the Commission can only contract with Blue Cross and Blue Shield

for the Service Benefit Plan and negotiations with a sole source con-

tractor seldom result in the unilateral addition of contract clauses

and features. The Associations have, in the past, beet most careful
during contract negotiations and generally are not receptive to any

contract changes which would serve to restrict their alternatives or

management prerogatives in any way.

The-imposition of penalties appears to be impracticable. Only two
penalties could be imposed because of a carrier's failure to pay

claims properly:

i. Terminate the contract;
2. Make the carrier bear the loss of claims paid in error or

without adequate justification.

Considering that only the Blues can provide the Service Benefit con-

tract and the number of employees enrolled in the Plan, you should

agree that the former is not feasible. The Commission has consid-

ered the practicality of the latter alternative. We recognized in our

considerations that with the small service charge our carriers now rc-

ceive, they would be unwilling to agree contractually to absorb erroneous

payments out of that service charge. I am sure the nly way they would

agree to this kind of penalty is in exchange for a much rger service

charge.

If we could agree ccif, a _.lly that carriers must pay for any

erroneous payments , Af their own funds, we should not be naive

enough to believe that the matter would rest there. The carriers
would not stand such losses, but would recoup these erroneous pay-

ments from the Federal patients.

Your report views the following two features of the Blue Cross/Blue

Shield and Aetna contracts as disincentives for the control of health
benefit costs:

1. all losses on benefit costs in one year can be recouped the
following year and

2. the administrative cost allowance of the carriers bears a
dir:ct relationship to benefit costs.
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You have overlooked the fact, however, that the Health Insurance law
(Chapter 89, Title 5) provides that the rates charged under health
benefits plans shall reasonably reflect the costs of benefits provided.
Further, Sec. 8902 (i) states that the rates for the Service Benefit
and the Indemnity Benefit Plan determined for the first contract term
shall be continued for later contract terms, except that they may be
readjusted for any later term, based on past experience and benefit
adjustments under the later contract.

Accordingly, we believe that the law provides for an "experience
rated" rate structure which by its very nature takes prior year
costs into account when formulating rates for subsequent years.

The report states that there are no contractual incentives for car-
riers to implement tight cost-control procedures and implies that the
administrative cost ceiling is a disincentive to tight control over
benefit payments. The report suggests that by eliminating the cost
ceiling, the carriers would implement tighter benefit payment con-
trols. The rurpose of the administrative cost ceiling is to prov de
the carriers with an incentive for efficient operation of-its admin-
istrative processes. We believe that he carriers could implement
tight cost controls within a cost ceiling if they operate efficiently.
Generally the benefit payment controls applied to the Federal Employee
Program by local Blue Cross/Blue Shield Plans are the same controls
applied by the local plan for all its lines of business. This is
especially true in the area of Coordination of Benefits, Utilization
Review, and Usual, Customary and Reasonable (UCR) physician payments.
Yet the Plans do not have cost ceilings on their other lines of
business and similar problems exist. We believe that te cost ceil-
ing acts as an incentive towards reordering the spending priorities
at the local plan levels. Elimination of the ceiling would promote
inefficiency and would not provide any positive incentive for tighter
benefit payment controls. We believe that elimination of the cost
ceiling would provide carriers with an incentive t shift adminis-
trative costs from their local business to FEP's fully reimbursable
contract.

In addition, we believe that some consideration should be given to the
fact that an incentive is built into our contracts to control cost in
the form of competition. Widespread payment of claims in violation
of te contract provisions would result in substantial premium in-
creases and would place the carrier at a competitive disadvantage. The
fact that the two Governmentwide Plans compete against each other bene-
fit and premium wise ii good incentive for them to attempt to strictly
follow contract provisions and cost control techniques.

We concur with your statement that the National Associations are
ineffective in requiring local Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans to
adhere to the provisions of the contract and cost control provision
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requirements established by the Associations. It is their very
structure that causes this condition. Each local plan is an
autonomous entity established and incorporated within the various
States in accordance with State laws and regulations. Further, each
local plan has its own management team, policies, procedures, and
internal systems. The Associations are not in a position to effect-
tively dictate to local plans on any matters. Only a cooperative
atmosphere between the Associations and the local plans can be used
as a tool for achieving contract compliance and enforcement of cost
control efforts.

Your report is correct in its statement that prior audit effort by
the Comaission was directed primarily toward the review of admin-
istrative charges to the contract. Several years ago, however, the
Commission recognized that its audit effort would be more effective
in the review of benefit payments. To that end, therefore, the
Commission has completely revised its audit programs and techni-
ques and has been emphasizing the proper application of benefit
payments and the review of cost control practices employed by each
local plan audited. Cunsequently, our audits have resulted in
the identification of inappropriate benefit payment practices
and inadequate implementation of cost control features required
by the contract.

The audit function does not have the benefit of medical expertise
to help resolve questions of medical judgment. We believe that
such expertise would, indeed, be beneficial to our audit effort.
Medical expertise on the Commission staff would have a balancing
effect and would have the tendency to help us reach more equitable
conclusions. Our main objective, however, would be to determine
whether or not the specific claim is an isolated erroneous payment
or whether it was caused by a defective procedure. We cannot review
medical records, other than the claim form itself, without a written
authorization by the patient. If the patient knows the purpose ot our
need for the authorization, he is unlikely to give us authorization
to look at his records. Medical expertise in our review of claims would
not be used as a vehicle to recover costs of questionable claims. We
believe that such expertise would be beneficial in identifying specific
claims processing problems that may save hundreds of thousands of dol-
lars rather than becoming bogged down in individual erroneous payments
that may result in recovering a few hundred dollars.

Concerning the question of the Commission's audit authority, the
Commission has established audit practices which are based on
"Standards for Audit of Governmental Organizations, Programs,
Activities and Functions" issued by the Comptroller General of the
United States. Accordingly, our scope of audit includes auditing
for economy, efficiency and achievement of desired results as well
as financial and compliance auditing. The Associations have long
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taken exception to this scope of audit nd contend that, based on
the type of contract involved, only a financial scope of audit
is appropriate. Other carriers have also taken this position.
We expect that this issue will ultimately be resolved in court.
In the meantime, we intend to continue our audits in accordance
with our position.

Commdnts on Chapter 2 of Report

Chapter 2 contains detailed information on many of the items reported
in the Digest. Our comments on this chapter, therefore, will not be
repetitive of previous comments, but will be directed only to items
not mentioned in the Digest.

The report Digest points out that the Associations are ineffective
in requiring local plans to adhere to cost control requirements
established by the Associations. In Chapter 2, however, it is re-
commended that the contracts with carriers should set forth specific
cost control programs to which carriers must adhere. We do not be-
lieve that specific cost control programs should be addressed con-
tractually. We believe that the carriers should be encouraged in
the area of cost control and that FEP should have benefit of all
such measures taken by the Associations and local plans. The state-
of-the-art (health benefits cost control) is an ever changing area
and to limit our participation in cost containment efforts by con-
t:actual requirements may prove to be self-defeating.

[See GAO note, p. 63.]
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[See GAO note, p. 63.]

Comments on Chapter 3 of Repore

Chap'er 3 of the report details the findings of your review of claims
at te two major FEP carriers. While we find no basis to take ex-
ception to your reprted findingL, we would like to point out that
such findings are also routinely reported in Commission audit reports
on the carriers. We have placed high priority on such items in our
audit effort and have made many recommendations relative to usual,
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customary and reasonable (UCR) physician payments, coordination of
benefits (GOB) and other claims processing system deficiencies at
the local plan level. We also place emphasis on medical necessity
of benefit payments including the relating of treatments and pro-
cedures to diagnosis and the review of length of stay in hospitals.
We have long been interested in the mental and nervous benefit area
and have called many claims to the local plans attention which ap-
peared to be non-medically necessary confinements. de have, however,
attempted to relate such findings to system deficiencies and have
not directed the carriers to credit FEP with such erroneous payments.

Comments on Report Recommendations

The report resulted in three recommendations, namely:

1. The Commission should revise its health insurance con-
tracts to provide incentives for compliance and penalties
for non-compliance with contract and Commission require-
ments;

2. The Cmmission should include in its contracts specific
cost control programs which the carriers must follow; and

3. The Commission should clarify its audit authority, ex-
pand its audits, and take more effective action on its
audit findings.

Our preceding comments have presented our position on the first two
of your reconlendations. In summary:

1. We do not believe that health insurance contracts lend
themselves to incentive and/or penalty provisions.
Further, such provisions must be developed bilaterially
and a sole source contractor such as Blue Cross/Blue
Shield would be reluctant to agree to such provisions.

2. We do not believe that cost containment programs of the
type discussed should be addressed contractually.
Rather, FEP should benefit from all state-of-the-art
endeavors initiated by the health insurance industry.
We do agree, however, that contract and policy require-
ments (internal guidelines and contract interpretations)
developed by the Associations and Aetna should be
used by our auditors in their audit efforts.
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We consider the third recommendation to be appropriate and we will con-tinue our efforts in those areas.

Thank you for giving us an opportunity to comment on the draft report.

Sincerely,

Thomas A.. Tinsley,
Director

GAO note: Deleted material concerns matters in the
draft report which have been revised inthe final report.
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Blue Cross
Blue Shield * ;
Federal Empicyee Program

1800 M Street. N.W
Washington, D.C 20036
202'785-7950

October 6, 1976

Mr. Gregory J. Ahart, Director
Human Resources Division
United States General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Ahart:

Our response to the draft GAO report on cost containment activities of the Blue
Cross and Blue Shield organizations in the Federal Employee Program consists of
page-by-page, line-by-line comments on statements made in the report,

However, before presenting that much detail, we feel that a more general
introduction is needed.

The bulk of the findings described in the GAO report fall into four categories:

1. Health care cost in general.
2. National Associations' policy versus the actual Contract.
3. Claims handling by the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans.
4. Overall cost containment activities.

We want to present our point of view regarding each of those.

Health Care Cost

The cost of health care-and the challenge of containing it-is a complex issue.
Such a major "industry" cannot be isolated from the effects of inflation which
afflicts the entire nation.

Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans have had no choice but to recognize and
accommodate the higher cost of care brought about by advances in medical
technology, the increased intensity and complexity of health care services, as well
as the inevitable cost of inflation.

[See GAO note 1, p. 76.]
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Mr. Gregory J. Ahart
U.S. General Accounting Office

October 8, 1976
Page Two-

[See GAO note 1, p. 76.]

Policy Versus Contract

The GAO report concludes that any departure by a local Blue Cross or Blue Shield
Plan from the National Associations' policies and procedures contained in the
Administrative Manual represents a violation of the Contract with the Civil Service
Commission.

This is not true at all.

The Conltract with the CSC is "result" rather than "procedure" oriented. The intent
of the Participating Agreements between Plans and the Associations is not to
require uniform administrative procedures; it is to assure uniform results as
measured against the Contract.

Neither the Participating Agreement3 nor the Administrative Manual require that
every Plan administer benefits mechanically in the same way.

There have been numerous instances in which the Associations have insisted that
Plans comply with the Contract to achieve required results or achieve a given level
of performance; the Plans have complied.

We continually review the performance of Plans in handling the Federal Employee
Program in order to identify weaknesses and correct them.

Claims Handling

Handling claims is extremely complex, in many respects, an art. While more than
80 percent of the claims submitted to Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans under the
Federal Employee Program are easily recognized as covered benefits and are paid
promptly, the remainder require mature judgment and a knowledge of the
diagnostic and treatment considerations which affect services provided by
hospitals, physicians and other providers.

In some cases, in its report, the GAO--on the basis of a sample of claims reviewed
by its own medical consultants-has made erroneous assumptions that have resulted
in exaggerated and misleading extrapolations.
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October 8, 1976
Page Three-

Claims adjudication personnel at the Plans often have access to information other
than the specific claim, bearing on whether or not that claim should have been
paid. For example, a history of prior cleims for the sarr e patient might provide

valuable insights as to the nature of an illness and the appr priateness of the claim.

Plan personnel are also familiar with providers in their area. They are able to
judge which claims can be accepted at face value and which might require further
investigation.

Plan claims personnel are also able to decode the procedure and service codes on
the claims form and discern more from a given claim than could a medical advisor
to GAO who is unfamiliar with the codes.

[See GAO note 1, p. 76.]

It would be ideal to investigate thoroughly every claim submitted. However, there
is a huge volume of claims (11,017,239 in 1975) and in view of what has already
been said about claims handling, the cost of exhaustive investigation must be
balanced against the need and desire to restrict administrative cost for the
Program. Put bluntly, it is scarcely worthwhile to spend six dollars in order to save
three.

As a final thought on the subject of claims handling, we would like to emphasize
that the purpose of the Federal Employees Health Benefits Program is to provide
benefits-to pay claims. In this context, we think it is sound administrative
practice, and we encourage Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans to resolve borderline
claims decisions in favor of the Federal enrollee.

Cost Control

Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans and the National Associations are committed to
cost containment.

The Service Benefit Plan returns approximately 95 cents of every subscription
dollar to subscribers in the form of benefit payments to providers, and to
subscribers themselves for out-of-pocket expenses. And that in spite of the fact
that we can expect about one out of every two of our subscribers to use their
health care benefits during the coming year.
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It is important to note that the Service Benefit Plan instituted a cost containment
program long before such moves were broadly called for and supported. Our 16-
point cost control program was developed and implemented in 1971, without thepressures of Contract incentives or penalties, and it has yet to be utilized in full by
any other carrier. The program emphasizes areas of the Contract where more
intensive and sophisticated administration can result in the payment of fewer
unnecessary benefit dollars.

A m ,: incentive for cost containment (although not recognized in the GAOreport; is the competition in the overall Federal Employees Health Benefits
Program. Sixty health plans are offered by a variety of carriers with a variety ofbenefits at various price levels. The individual choice of program by each
employee strengthens competition and results in better enefits at minimum cost.
Most carriers are anxious to increase their Federal Program enrollment, and since
price is one of the key determinants in the choice of Plan, there is a built inincentive for careful claims administration to make the price attractive to the
enrollees.

A program of comprehensive benefits naturally costs more than one with limited
benefits, deductibles and co-insurance. Our price is directly related to health care
cost. A health care package covering every possible health care cost would beideal; it also would be at a price that few are willing to pay. To keep this
discussion within reasonable bounds, let's look at just three elements of cost
containment.

Coordination of Benefits (Duplicate Coverage)

Our recovery from COB has increased each year since the effort began in 1971.
The 1975 recovery was $120,399,000. However, investigating claims for duplicate
coverage is like all other forms of cost containment; it is subject to the law of
diminishing returns. But we believe, and we have proved, that selective screening
of claims for COB is important from both a cost and a service point of view.

Workmen's Compensation

The same potential inefficiency would result from trying to screen every claim forworkmen's compensation conflict. Since records cf injury or illness cases among
Federal employees are maintained by the Occupational Safety and HealthAdministration of the Department of Labor, it would help carriers a great deal ifcases approved for compensation by the Department of Labor were identified forall carriers.
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Usual, Customary and Reasonable Payments

The GAO has misinterpreted both the letter and the intent of the Contract
regarding "usual, customary and reasonable" benefit payments for physicians'
services. The Contract wording is unusual in stating that such payments will be
made in amounts "which in general are equal to his usual charges for the same
services, but which do not exceed amounts customarily charged by other physicians
for the same service."

The words "in general" are a considered and deliberate recognition by both parties
to the contract that: (a) payments for the same services were not expected to be
"usual" and "customary" in all cases, and (b) that the method of determining that a
payment is "the fee most frequently imposed by a provider for a particular service
or supply" or that the payment "is within the range of fees usually charged...by
providers of similar training and experience in the same locality" was not expected
to be either precise or uniform in all cases and in all areas.

This unique Contract wording permitted Plans to implement benefit payment
procedures that would accommodate variations necessitated by local circumstan.es
but would substantially conform to the "usual, customary and reasonable" fee
concept and objectives. At the same time, it preserves the "paid-in-full" principle
that is the hallmark of Blue Cross and Blue Shield coverage

Detailed Comments

Following are our detailed comments on the GAO report. Each comment is keyed
to the appropriate page and line number in the draft report.

Page Line

[See GAO notes 1 and 2, p. 76.]
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6-7 The statements on pages 6 and 7 are misleading. They give the
impression that any departure by a local Blue Cross or Blue ShieldPlan from the National Associations' policies and procedures
contained in the FEP Administrative Manual is a violation of theContract provisions with CSC. The Administrative Manual andParticipating Agreements are internal management documents. TheManual provides guidelines and alternative administrative
mechanisms intended to help Plans perform at an optimum, but notmandatory, level However, the Associations do require strictadherence to those parts of the Manual and Agreements that touch onmatters essential to the discharge of our Contract responsibilities.

The Associatioas realize that due to State regulations, local providersituations, or the prevailing practices of Plans related to their localbusiness, deviations by Plans from the Manual guidelines may often benecessary. If, in the judgment of the FEP Director's Office, thesealternative practices will produce results equivalent to those obtainedby following the Manual, such deviations are permitted. Therefore, itis important to recognize the fact that because a Plan usesprocedures other than those contained in the Administrative Manual,it is not sufficient reason to conclude that it is paying claimsimproperly. Many of the findings cited by GAO in this report arebased on such improper assumptions.

8 In discussing the sampling of claims and in extrapolating the dollar
amounts involved in so-called "questionable" claims, the report givesan inaccurate picture of the total monies involved. The GAO samplewas less than 4,700 of the 11 million claims paid by the Blue Crossand Blue Shield FEP Program in 1975 and of this group, 599 werequestioned. Moreover, discussions of the claims resulted inagreement by Plan personnel that only 49, or approximately onepercent, of the claims should not have been paid. There wasagreement that 280 of the claims questioned required additionalinvestigation.

We also point out that claims adjudication personnel at the Plans
often have access to other information, bearing on whcther or not the
claims should have been paid, beyond information cor ained on theclaim form itself. For example, the history of prior claims for thatsame patient may provide valuable insights as to the nature of anillness and the appropriateness of the claim. Plan personnel also
frequently are f- iliar with the providers in their area; they are ableto judge which claims can be accepted at face value and which mayrequire further investigation. Claims personnel also are able to
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decode the procedure and service codes entered on the claim forms
and, consequently, may be able to discern more from a given claim
than could a GAO medical advisor who is unfamiliar with these codes.

Under any circumstances, it is inappropriate to lump all elements of
claims cited-those questioned, denied, and to be investigated
further-into a single percentage figure which implies to the reader
of the report that 13.5 percent of all claims are paid in error. One
percent of those claims which were questioned should hrve been
denied. All the others were only questioned by the GAO medical
advisor as needing further investigation. Notwithstanding this
distiietion, the GAO implie6 that all 599 claims would have been
denied had further investigation been carried out. This is patently
incorrect.

9 The extrapolation of the broadest possibilities of claims problems
from a small sample is misleading because it results in a gross
exaggeration, and your own data indicate that the vast majority of
the questioned claims would ultimately be found to be properly paid.

In projecting dollar amounts, the report lumps together claims
allegedly paid in violation of Contract provisions, of policy
requirements, or in the absence of sufficient information. The
appropriateness of payment of claims can only be measured against
the Contract with the CSC since-as noted previously-other
documents utilized are management tools to achieve the results
expected and required by the Contract between CSC and the
Associations.

10 The Associations' policy is an internal matter between the
Associations and the participating Plans. The benefit payment should
be measured only against the Contract.

[See GAO note 1, p. 76.]
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[See GAO note 1, a. 76.]

12 The report's allegation of a lack of incentives to control costs fails to
consider the basic nature of the Federal Employees Health Benefits
Program (FEHBP), especially its competitive environment. Sixty
health plans are offered by a variety of carriers with a variety of
benefits at various price levels. The individual choice of program and
carrier by the employee strengthens the competition, resulting in
improved benefits at minimum cost. A comprehensive benefit
packagb (Blue Cross and Blue Shield Service Benefit Plan) will cost
more than a limited benefit package with aeductibles and o-
insurance. Our price is directly proportional to health care benefit
costs. For instance, a health care package covering every facet of
health care costs would be considerably more costly than is presently
available. The reason it is not available is because few are willing to
pay the price.

[See GAO note 1, p. 76.]

15 It is important to note that the 16-point cost control program was
developed and implemented by the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Federal
Employee Program in 1971. It is yet to be utilized by any other
carrier. Also, it was effectively implemented without resort to
Contract incentives or penalties. Our cost control program
emphasizes those areas of the Contract where intensification of
administration will result in the greatest cost benefit to the Program.

16 The intent of the Participating Agreements between local Plans and
the Associations is not to mandate uniform Contract Administration,
but to assure uniform results required by the Contract. Neither the
Participating Agreements nor the Administrative Manual require that
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every Plan administer the benefits mechanically in the same way. It is
not the intent of the Associations to insist upcn op,.ating- uniformity
among the Plans as long as the results required by the Contract are
obtained or greater efficiencies are achieved. The Plans exhibit
significantly high levels of uniformity in Contract compliance.

17 There is an obvious misunderstanding of the comments made by
Association officials regarding their authority over local Plans in regard
to the FEP Contract. Clearly the Contract and the Participating
Agreements invest significant authority in the National Associations.
There have been numerous instances where the Associations have insisted
that Plans comply with the Contract to achieve certain results or to
achieve a given level of performance, and the Plans have complied. We
have legal authority as provided in the Participating Agr' ments, and use
that authority in a reasonable manner. The ultimate penalty to any Plan
would be for the Assoc-'t s to remove that Plan from FEP
participation.

18 - 20 We wish to clarify that we do not object to the evaluation of
management systems, but rather to the enforcement of such observations
through the power of audit disallowances. Such a practice would, in
effect, inject CSC into the management decisions that we must make on
a daily basis. We do believe that SC's audits should be limited to
financial matters and should pertain only to the Contract. In October
1974, we reached agreement with CSC on the scope of audit. The
current audit activity exceeds that scope.

21 Again, we seriously object to the consistent combining of Contract and
policy requirements relative to claims processing, benefit payments, and
cost containment efforts. We again poi.:. out that the Contract is the
appropriate document by which to measure our performance. The policy
requirements, Administrative Manual, and the 16-poir.t program are
internal management tools designed to provide strengthened
administrtation. Their existence results in a stronger adilinistraticn.

25 This is another situation based on a set of assumptions from strongly
questionable data, which is then extrapolated into a broad universe.

We obtained a copy of the questionnaire, have ,' .anined it, and do not
believe that valid conclusions could be reacht frc n the information
it provided. It is unreasolabla to expect a subscriber to recognize
what constitutes a routine physical examinatikn within the definition
of covered benefits used by a claims adjudicator. It is our
understanding that this sample is biased as a result of
communications which implied that routesif physical examinations
were a covered benefit.
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[See GAO note 1, p. 76.]

Conflicting professional opinion on treatment occurs throughout thefield of medicine, but it is most prevalent i the area of nervous ardmental disorders. Treatmer i todalities vary in different geographicareas relative to the services and facilities available, as well! as thebasic professional education of the providers and personal p ers ofpractice. Thus, claims adjudication for nervous and mental benefitsis difficult and presents a good example of how Plan variations fromNational Associations' criteria may be necessary.

38 The document misinterprets both the letter and intent of theContract as it relates to "usual," "customary," and "reasonable"benefit payments for physicians' services. The Contract wording isunusual in stating that such payments be made in amounts "which ingeneral are equal to his usual charges for the same services, butw'-iihdo not exceed amounts customarily charged by other physiciansfor the same service". The words "in eneral" are rarely, if ever,used in contract: of health insurance which intend to provide precise
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and uniform payments. Their use in the Contract between CSC and

the Associations was a considered and deliterate recognition by both

parties that: payments for the same services were not expected to be

"usual" and "customary" in all cases, and that the methods employed

in determining that a payment is: () "the. fee most frequently

imposed by a provider for a particular service or supply", or (b)

"within the range of fees usually charged ... by providers of similar

training and experience in the same locality", were not expected to

be either precise or uniform in all cases or in all areas.

This unique contract wording thus permitted Blue Shield Plans to

implement benefit payment procedures that, although accommoci- ting

variations necessitated by local circumstances, substantially

conformed to the "usual, customary and reasonable" fee concepts and

objectives, while maximizing the "paid-in-full" principle that is the

hallmark of Blue Cross and Blue Shield coverages.

Having established by contract the practical environment within

which Plans could administer benefit payment programs that "in

general" conformed to the fee "most frequently imposed" and "within

the range usually charged by providers" objectives, the Associations

prescribed in the FEP Administrative Manual, optimum procedures

for making UCR benefit payments, which included the maintenance

and use of both individual physicians' and procedures profiles. Blue

Cross -nd Blue Shield Plans are encouraged and assisted by the

Assn,.. ions to use these prescribed methods, to the extent not

precluded by local conditions. The objective has been, and continues

to be, to steadily move toward uniformity in UCR methodology.

Under these conditions, variations from procedures prescribed in the

Administrative Manual have occurred in some areas as described in

the GAO report.

Importantly, the results have been entirely in keeping with the intent

of the Contract. The GAO report admits it cannot assess the impact

of local variations from recommended UCR methodology. We submit

that it is minor, that an overwhelming major 'v of benefit payments

by the Service Benefit Plan meet the contrF -ual tests of "the fee

most frequently imposed" and "within the ralge of fees :sually

charged by providers"; and benefit payments tha, do not meet these

tsts are fully authorized by the "in general" wording of the Contract.

in support of this contention, the Associations are prepared to

conduct a study to determine the extent to which benefit payments

are meeting the Contract requirements. It is expected that this st'. ly
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will demonstrate that our UCR programs have created a level of
uniformity and equity in benefit payments that is beyond what was
anticipated by the parties to the Contract.

42 The Blue Cross and Blue Shield Federal Employee Program's monetary
recovery from COB has increased each year since the effort began in
1971. The 1975 recovery from COB was $120,399,000. However,
investigating claims for duplicative coverage (COB) is -lie 1ll other
forms of cost containment-subject to the law of diminishing returns.
In a sample of 64 claims of the type which GAO indicates should have
had further investigation, only one case of duplicate coverage was
found after 49 claims were disposed of following an initial follow-up.
The remaining 15 required a second follow-up, which disposed of 10 of
the remainder. These follow-up attempts, as well as the original
investigation, are costly and result in delayed disposition of the
claims. We believe that selective screening of the claims for COB is
important from both a cost benefit and a service point of view.

Similar inefficiencies would result from an attempt to screen all
possible Workmen's Compensation claims. However, an alternative
exists which the Federal government may wish to explore: since
records of injury or illness cases among Federal employees are
maintained by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration of
the Department of Labor, it would significantly assist carriers if
cases approved as compensible by the Department of Labor were
identified to all c, -riers.

It is important to note that the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Federal
Employee Program, in administering the Government-wide Service
Benefit Plan instituted a cost containment program in 1971 before
such moves wet 3 broadly called for and supported. Blue Cross and
Blue Shield Plans and the NationPl Associations are committed to
cost cutainment. The Service Benefit Plan returns approximately 95
per cent of subscription icome to subscribers in the form of benefit
payments to doctors and hospitals, and to subscribers themselves for
out-of-pocket expenses. We expect that about one out of every two
of our subscribers will use their health care benefits during the
coming year.
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We have demonstrated our commitment to cost containment through
our endeavors to strengthen and intensify the administration of the
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Government-wide Service Benefit Plan.

If you have additional questions or wish to confer with us at any tmne regarding this
effort, please advise me.

Sincerely yours,

Ja es . man
e President

JNG:jg

GAO notes 1: Deleted material concerns matters in the
draft report which have been revised in
,he final report.

2: Page nd line numbers in the final report
differ from those in the draft.
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151 Farmington Avenue D. W. Pettencilln1i 4Hartford, Connecticut 06156 Vice Presldent
Group Division

LIFE & CASUALTY

September 28, 1976

Mr. 0egory J. Abart
Director
m-, Resouro.e Divie.a

United 8taten Generel Accounting Office
Washingtae, D. C. 20548

Dear r. Abart:

Thank You for giving Ada Idfe Inuraoe Ccipany an opportunity
to cent a the draft report by the Comptroller General c
coet cutrol efforts under the Goverment-Wide Tndemnity Bens-
fit PlaU. We would appreciate your incorporating the follovrg
oQ0ents into the final reprt.

(See GAO note, p. 78.]

The sectimo of Cbaptcr 2 entitled "Contract Incentives" is soworded that some reuders might Vin the erroeous impressiom
that tna had been &dmping m its propez claim settlement expendi-
tur'3' and hence bad materially failed to limit its crlaim paments
to the benefits of the ctract.

:tna Life Insurance Comrnanr / Tne Etna Casiatty and Surety Comoany / The Standr'rd Fire Insurance Comspa-
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We have not ak.dped. owever, we have tried to be prudent. Our
claim peyme4t system is predicated n the asumptian that, in
the absence o' any indication of fraud or abuse, ll items
of expense should be paid rather than eaborately investiga;ed.
It must be constantly borne in mind that health is highly sb-
jective. Hence, in the absence of smptoms of disease or
injury documented by several unrelated and disinterested t4rd
parties, no claim can be unquestionab' nstantiated. The
carrier's job is to effect a reason' ance between the
risk that a benefit payment based on midted data but good
judgment might not be proper and the risk that fuller documenta-
tion before payment of the claim might be expensive, irritating,
time-cconsuming, and non-productive.

This does not mean that we believe we have the perfect balance.
La periodically test new techniques and have already agreed to
make some changes in 1977 which should reduce claim costs but
which will increase claim settlement expenses.

Sincp; 'ul,

Daniel W. Pettegl
Vice President, Group Division

DWPmp

GAO note: Deleted material concerns matters in the
draft report which have been revised in
the final report.
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151 Farmington Avenue D. W. Pettengill
Hartford, Connecticut 06156 Vice President

Group Diviion

UFE & CASUALTY

October 25, 1976

Mr. egory J. Ahart
Drector
Euman Resources Division
United States General Accornting Office
WashintCq, D. C. 20548

Dear Mr. Ahart:

I am most grateful that, in response to m letter of September 28,
your asoates reviewed with my associates the Indemnity Bonet
Plan clai thcugt to be questionable. We now have a much better
understanding as to which of our claim settlement practices were
deemed inadequate by GAO,

We concur that sne changes in these practices are desirable and,
subject to concurrence by the United States Civil Service Cmis-
sion, we hall make some. We do not believe, however, that we- are
alking payments which are in violation of policy requirements, and

we trust hat you agree with us on this point.

Among the changes we contemplate aakng are the following:

(1) Whenever we receive a new submission of bills froc a claim-
ant and more than ninety days have elapsed since the date
of incurrl of the latest expense for which we do have a
certification by the claimant that he and his farly have
no other coverage that cocstitutes a "plan" for purposes
of the coordination of benefits provision, we will require
that an updated certification re other coverage be sub-
mitted. While this will not be an airtight control on
double coverage, we believe it will be a very adequate con-
trol without incurring too much additional expense.

(2) The development of equitable prevailig fees for seo:-ico3
other than urge-y is a very difficult and axpenxve task.
We blieve the ost appropriate approach for .t-u to take
at this time is for the owe Office to furnish each of its
paying offices with previling screens for covered services
and supplies and to require that charges exceeding the
applicable screen must be reviewed by the clati amalyis
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unit of the paying of; ceo This Uit will continue to exer-
cise its best judment as to what, if any, additional
informatio needs to be obtained in order to be satisfied
that the charge is necessary, usral, and customary, and
hence covered under the plan. We are presently studying
several alternatives in order to determine an effective,
but not unduly expensive, mwtho of developing the necessary
prevailing creens.

(3) With respect to drug bills for which a pr.scription number
but no name of the drug i given, we expect to 'cntinue our
practice of not going back for the name of the drug so long
as the condition being treated normanlly would involve the
use of prescription drugs and the amount of charges for such
drugs is lesz than $50 within a 30-day period of time, or
$240 in a calendar year. Whre no diagnosis is given, we
will ask the enrollee to secure this for us and, generally,
the name of the drug as well.

(4) With respect to bills for diagnostic tests where there is no
indication in the claim file of a condition within the past
twelve months that would warrant diagnostic tests, we will
write to the enrollee advising that, basec on the medical
information we have, these services cannot be considered
allowable expenses. however, if the attending pysician can
and does provide us with additional information indicating
that there were symptome, tillseea, or injuries which caused
theme tests to be made, re will reconsider the claim.

It should be appreciated that we have furnished and will -ctinue to
furnish our MM paying offices with detailed claim settlement
guides in order that they my properly carry out the benefit -o£losiona
of the Indemity Benefit Plan. Horever, we do not believe .:lt these
guides should be ade part of the contract. This is so both because
of the r ed for flexibilitg in the administration of the plan and
because much of the information contained therein is proprietary in-
formation that we do not want made available to Ipetitors. If the
Claim Guide were part of the contraet, it would be a public document
',hat -&ld oe a.ilable, for the adang, to ay person or insurance
:-Arier.

La our opl _Lo, ceapetition to secrs fe,6ara! amployee prticipation on
the basis cf sound benefits at low cost is sufficient incentive for us
to comply with the contract provisions as well as the administration of
specific, effective cost-control procedures. Therefore, ftiancial
penalties for clerical errors should not be imposed.
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Thank you amai for the opportmty to coment n the report efore
it is released.

Sincerely,

Daniel W. Pette1gill
Vice President, Group Diviiod
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